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ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED.

THE ONLY UP-TO-DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN TOWN.

AFFAIRS IN
Courteous and intellegent service make Christmas shopping
KENNEBUNK
a pleasure at
MORIN’S
That’s Why Our

DRUG STORE.
Store is Always Crowded !

tg store

CUT
PRICE
Opp. Post Office» Biddeford

MORIN’S

The free moving pictures, given as an
entertainment to the people of Kenne
Enterprise Has Heard
bunk by the merchants of the town on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Miss Alice Burgess is qlerking at Thursday of this week, h^ve been of
the highest grade, both entertaining
Raino’s during the holiday season,.
and instructive. The travelog has been
Miss Maud Webber of Boston wi11 ar highly spoken of fiy those who have at
rive in town Friday to spend the holi tended.
days with her parents. ■
¿Myrtle Lodge, K. of P., paid.® visit to
Walter H. Bourne is in the Raugeley tire Saco Lodge last week when the de
section of the state, where he is looking gree was conferred by the team of
Myrtle Lodge,4n a manner to call forth
after sòme lumber interests.
most favorable Comment, The Mnk of
On Saturday the doors on the Congre o?ige was conferred on two candidates.
gational church were changed to swing After the work refreshments were served
but. This is in conformity to the law/' ih the ball of Uniform Rank on Main
street!
Mrs. Fred H. Small and sou* Joseph,;’
of Biddeford, were the guests on Satttr-t;
: Tf the woman from Kennebunk who
day-of Dr. Donald Meeds' Small, of this:
mjjjbhased a pair of double-runner boy’s
town.
Skates from the store of T. L. Evans,
Edward Titcomb, arrived homè from Bjddefbrd, one day last week, paying
Clark college. Worcester, Mass., today, 7o cents for the same, will call at the
to pass two weeks’ vacation with his Store she will be refunded 25 Cents. The
parents,
skates were wrongly marked and the
Mrs. Archibald Finlayson and chib' proprietor will be very glad to adjust
dren are .visiting Mrs. Finlayson’s fa-^ matters.
ther, R. W. Lord of this town, over the
holidays

USEFUL G/F1S

CHRISTMAS FOOT J EAR
How many thousands of LIPPERSAND HOUSE
SHOES will be given as CHRISTMAS GIFTS ?
We prepared for the great business months ago,
Every desirable kind is here. Something to suit
you at your price, and sure to pease the re cepient of
the gijt.
^-WOMEN’S SLIP&^S^fiii.&J4eU.-iQi©eo style, fur trimmed
colors red, blnck, b;own, chinchilla and garnet at 75c
!
$i.00 and $1.25.
WOMEN’S CROCHET SL1PPFRS, 37c. and 49c.

WOMEN’S PATENT LEATHER SLIPPERS, made on latest style
lasts, for evening wear, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and 2,00.
YOUTHS’, BOYS’ and MEN’S VELVET and LEATHER SLIPPERS c
at 49c. and 59c.
£

MEN’S SLIPPERS, Hand sewed/ in Romeo, Everett and
Opera styles, black and brown vice kid, also Tan Galf
Leather, at $i,00, 1.25, $1,50 $a.00.
CHILDREN’S and MISSES FELT SLIPPERS, 49c.

CHILDREN’S and MISSES FINE FELT ROHEO, fur
trimmed, 75c, 85c and $1,00,

J0HH F DEAN,

The Newest and Most Approved
Styles Are Always To Be Had
At YOULAND’S
THE STORE OF QUALITY

Some of the Little Stories that the

This is Christmas week and your last: chance to see the largest
and most attractive collection of miscellaneousChristmas Gifts for men.
women and children ever gotten together under one roof in this town,'
including—
TOILET and MANICURE' SETS, -PERFUMES, TOI" LET WATERS, POSTCARDS ALBUMS, HAND BAGS
and PURSES,gold-mounted,SACHET POWDERS,CIGARS,
in small boxes. SHAVING STANDS, MIRRORS, MUGS
and BRUSHES, THERMpS BOTTLES,TOBACCO JARS
SMOKING SETS, STATIONERY, FLASKS, etc.
and the best part of it is, these beautiful gigts are. within the reaoh of
all, ranging from 25c to $io.qb.
Be sure and see our assortment before going elsewhere. Our prices
always the lowest.
/
Remember our cut prices on medicines.

FREE-Beautiful Calandar with purchases of 25c or more.
Farmer’s Almanic free with 25c purchase.

I \ The Christmas supper and tree will
[be en Friday evening, Dec. 24, in the
vestry of the M. E. church; the supper
will be served from 6.30 to 8 o’clock,
affbr which the taking of the presents
fioln the tree vtrill occur. Ail members
of the church and society are cordially
incited to attend.

The Webhannet club will meet next
jhonday afternoon with Mrs. A. W. MeMrs. Mabel Huff, who has been in Serve when the following programme
Boston investigating thé working of the Will be given :
Burlingame invention, has returned to ■ Roll Call—Social Problems.
her home here. „
Home Reading —“The Talisman,”
¡Chapters XIX, XX, XXI.
Miss White of Boston, who 'has been
Paper—Settlement VVoik, Mrs. Caine.
employed in Jhe office of Samuel. Clark
eDiscussion.
of Kennebunk, has gone to her home in
■ Club Reading—Chapters XXII,XXIII.
Boston for the holidays.
Frank S. Gloodwi^ manager of the
Committees will be at the vestry ot
the M. E. cl^urcb after 3 o’clock Friday New England Tel. and Tel. company,
afternoon to care for all presents for the jisks that all telephone subscribers de
stroy the . telephone cards printed by
tree, which will be in the evening
several individuals a^tj circulated at
W. C. Berry has the contract for in different times, as the numbers on each
terior painting, papering and other mu and all of these catds are out of date,
ral decorations on the house recently and the use of them causes great an
purchased by Dr. Herbert H. Purintopv noyance, both tQ- the telephone maqagement and to thb subsci ibere.
Next Sunday afternoon wijl he. ob-L
served as'/ShWsitor&s^ S'ùnday 4itr the* Re v. Fatn er C h ar ies W. Còl li ns, of 8 tv
Methodist church and the pastor will Monica church, will celebrate mass
deliver a sermon appropriate for t the evejy Sunday morning at 10.30 o’clock.
occasion.
This order takes the place of the bld or
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Benson of der under Rev. Father J. O. Cassayant,
Kennebunkport have gone to Bangor, when services were held every first ¡Sun
where they are’ attending the meeting day in the month at 9.30 a. m. Father
of the State* Grange, to which they are Collins is a young Catholic priest,'much
Consecrated to his work and his coming
delegates.
to Kennebunk will mean much to his.
Mr. and Mrs.
S. Edgecomb left people here, as will tue services that
Tuesday morning for Philadelphia,, are being held every Sabbath day morn
where they are to pass the holiday sea ing.
son with their son apd wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Edgecomb.
What is pro ving to be a very inter
The second in the series of socials esting study is now being pursued by
was given in, the Opera house last even the members of the Epworth League at
ing. ./There,was a large attendance and the Methodist church. Each Monday
the evening was passed with dancing, evening they devote an hour to the
Home Missionary Study Course of ourcard playing and general sociability.
Frontier work. This takes up the early
The Craig stock company that was to history of Christian work oH the West
have played in the Mousam opera house ern frontier and ié very helpful in re
Friday afternoon and Christinas after/ freshing the knowledge of rhe early
noon and evening went to th© wail on history of this country and the fprees
Monday pf this week, leaving some of that made üs tv.hat we are today. An
the attachées, stranded, with scarcely up-to-date reference library has been
money enough to get out of town.
secured and a good interest is manifest.

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

Season’s

Grand
Opportunity to
Buy a
Fashionable Suit
Coat
or Hat at
Prices
Much Less
Than
Regular

Undcr price
Sale of
Women’s
and Misses’
Stylish
Suits, Coats

Millinery
is now in
Progress

We are the recognized leaders of York County in the showing oU
correct styles in Garments and Millinery, and our large and rapidly
increasing business has beqn earned by offering b^st values at lowest
possible prices. Our garments are fashioned after the very lastest' J
models and developed by expert workmanship which insures a perfect .
fit. The best of materials are always used, making them dependable »
in every way,
Do your shopping by mail. You will
find it both profitable and satisfactory.

AGENTS;
FOR
LADIES’
HOME JOURNAL PAT
TERNS—NONE BETTER

WE GIVE
MERCHANTS’ LEGAL
STAMPS—ASK FOR THEM

WOMEN’S SUITS

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY

Improye your opportunity by , selecting, at one-half price. Worthy qualities and
a new and stylish tfp-to-tlie-minute suit
at a saving of from 25 to 45 per cent. bargain prices go band in band to make
$121.50, $15.00, $16.50 and
Q QO this an exceptional opportunity <or-:
$18.50 suits at.
/./O
economical shoppers to buy a stylish
Women’s smart tailored suits of lus bat at prices hardly representing the
trous broadcloth, fine serges, etc., fash
ioned after the very newest models in bare cost of materials used in their
the season’s wanted shades, lined and make-up. To effect a real clean-up we
prettily trimmed with the best of ma
terials. Regularly sold by us at $12.50 ll a ve marked all trimmed hats that
$15.00, $16.50, and $18
Q no were formerly $5,
9 40 2 40
¿/r/9 O.TV
Now priced .
7 70 $6.50 ^nd $7.50 at

For December we shall offer very special values in Women’s
Coats, Furs, Capes, Waists, Dress Skirts and Gloves.
Make this store your headquarters for Christmas Shopping,
Larger and better showing of Holiday Goods than in previous seasons
Come early and often.Feel free to look at and enjoy everything
whether you buy or not.
•, .-r

W.EYOÜLANDCO

234-236 Main St

BIDDEFORD

We wish to remind
you that our stores
are the “CHRIST»
MAS
STORES’’
where you can buy
ÿ “ Quality ”
mer»
S ■ chandise at rea=

L
'sF
1
M

Double Legal Stamps Every Forenoon This Week.
In order that we may assist you in filling your legal stamp books we will, beginning Monday, give double
Istamps on all purchases until ¿12 o’clock each day until Christmas. Remehiber a $1.00 purchase in the
[forenoon entitles you to 20 stamps, $2,00 purchase to 40 stamps, $5 Ob purchase to 100 stamps.

Single Stamps Afternoons and Evenings
Legal Stamps Bear a Cdsh Value.

W.E.YOULANDCO. 2 for 1

MB
caPYR+ö
’HT
sonable prices.

WeTÇspectfully invite you to make OUR stores Y OUR
stores for HOLIDAY purchases, Below you will find prices
that will convince you this isf thé place to do your Xmas
shopping.
Music Cabinets $4.89 tô 17.00. Extension Tables, $4.00
to 30.00. jardinier Stands, 29c to $2.00 Pedestals, $1.50
to 5 00, Dinner Sets, $5 98 to 24 00, Morris Chairs, $4 79
to 2$ oc ,
Big reduction^ will be given on all our Stocks in both
Stores.
'¿Î8

H. P. Atkinson & Sons
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS

Saco

Biddeford

K ENNEBUNK *

A MERRY CHRISTMAS

DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL INTERESTS
Ob YORK COUNTY ,
ISSUED EVERY WEDNESDAY BY

ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD
Editor and Publisher
Printed at The Enterprise Press Office '
Kennebunk, Maine
♦

Subscription, One Year, in Advance

$1.00

Three Months,
•
"/s'25
Single Copies. 3 Cents.
Advertising Rates made known on application.
Correspondence is desired from any interested
parties, relative to town and county matters.
A first-class printing plant In connection. All
work done promptly and in up-to- date style.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 22, 1909.

Just stop and think what a fine
CHRISTMAS Present, will make
a pair of our EYE-GLASSES like
this
cut
For
your Mother, Father. Sister or
your Sweetheart.
; Come in and get Our prices and let me show you
^ the quality also the the latest styles.,
WeAould Change the Lenses,
. ^^FricAiriFEcite an>d Flt the E^es aiter y°u have
given them. As you like, We are
here tp serve you.

Do not judge a man by the unpainted
exterior of his domicile. He may be
having a streak of hard luck by way of
disciplinary effect, and there is an ebb
ànd flow to all human affairs.

Every man has a right to be born into
favorable conditio ns one day for God,
one for recreation, and a working day
of length not sufficient to stunt the men;
taf growth would count for much with
some strugglers for existence.

Great Grandmother Stories.
CONTINUED FROM LAST WE^K

be called the P, S. and P., which meant
the Portland, Saco, and Portsmouth,
The little girls used to go up in the field
to watch the men lay the sleepers and
rails while they wondered what the new
conveyance would Took like for they
had never seen even the picture of an
engine or a passenger coach.
On the day when the first train went
through,.- the whole family, great
grandma with her father and mother
and her sisters, little and big, w/int out
in the field to see it pass by. When it
came in sight, the engine looked like a
big black monster and it moved so fast
and the whistle that it sent forth was
so shrill that it frightened great
grandma and she nid her face in her
mother’s gown and would not look at it.
But after a few weeks she forgot to
be frightened and liked to go up in the
field to see the trains as they passed.
Sometimes her sisters used to pick
bouquets of balsam, pholx, and blue
bells ahd go down to the track and pass
‘them to the engineer who' woiild lean
(down to take them. Qreatgrandma had
never been down to the track alone, but
she wanted very much tb do as her
older sisters had done, pick a bouquet
and give it to the engineer.
So without telling anyone anything
about it she picked a bouquet of the
prettiest ¿flowers in the. garden. Bind
ing up the stems carefully with a piece
of grass she carried the flowers down to
the spring at the foot of the hill and
placed them so.that the stems would
just touch the water, that they might
be kept fresh until she should want to
use them.
Just before it was time for the train
from Boston she slipped out of the
house, ran down to the spring for the
bouquet and then across the fields to
the side of the track as fast as her feet
equid take her. And she was . not too
soon for there in the distance was the
train coming along at a rate of speed
that made her catch her breath. Step
ping as near to the track as. she dared
she held herself back with her left foot
and reaching out held 'up the bouquet
in her right hand. As the train drew
near there was a strong wind that made>.
her shut her eyes tightly while it blew
her hair about her face. But she did
not move until she felt the flowers taken
from her hand and heard a voice say,
“Thank you, little girl.” It was sev
eral seconds after that before she dared
to open her eyes, and* when she looked
down the track she could see the en
gineer looking back at her and waying.
the flowers.
\
c. b. b.

Helpful Holiday Hints
Just suited to your needs and purse you’ll find i

!
¡

here stack’s of; them the’fixin’s too, celery, . onions '
sweet potatoes, squash, cranberries, chese, nuts, coffee I
c&ndy, oranges, lemons,all in readiness for yourinspection.

I Always a Delight

Leopold II of Beligum died as he li ved
a hard, cold, mentally brilliant life in
which calculations counted more than7
heart. The force of habit was strong
upon him even".in death. The spirit
trained by Heritage apd environment,
warped by conventionalities and politi
cai diplomacy could not 'soar above
earth.

mony

HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS

On Thursday afternoon ,Rev. Daniel
M. Wilsdn was installed as pastor Of the.Unitarian\church ' of Kennebunk with
fitting ceremony.'' The service was con
ducted by celebrated out-of-town clergy
men including pastors of churches in
Portland, Saco, Salem, Mass., and
Brockton, Mass. The programme
given below was carried out :
Organ Voluntary
Doxology
luYocrttion
Rev. A. B> Whitney, Saco
Anthem—Gloria in Excelsis

Handkerchiefs, '
5, 10, 12 1-2, 25
Aprons, large and small,
25 and 50c
Hose Supporters in fancy boxes,
50c
Phoenix Mufflers;
Collars,
25 and 50c
ALSO
Hosiery, Underwear,Gloves,and many articles for useful Çhristmas gifts

Rev. Alfred Manchester

Ji The Turkey or Goose

L So.Charles J. Kidney calls good'city
government ‘‘that just, honest, intelli
gent* administration of civjc affairs
which promotes the welfare of the
whole community.” Aud isu’t this
just all good government means, in the
home, or corporation . of whatever
sort ?

/VleLin Street

<7>,

Reading of Scriptures
Rev. A If red M an<èh ester Salii m
Solo
Mr. Arthur L Douglass
Sermon / ... Rev. Wm. H. Lyd1', D. I)
Hymn—Otib Holy Cbui'ch of God'
¿Appears
Installation Prftyer
Rev. John C. Perkins, D 0.
Choir Response
Charge to Minister

It is not much learning, “O, Noble
Festus,” that makes men mad today,
but,,too much thinking in the wrong
channels.

; So the Marshall' Fields Company pre
fers attendants who are neatly gowned
in costumes withoutfurbelpws and with
no other head' adornment than the
naturalness of hair- that grows. Now
let the-company provide for shampoos,
manicure and massage, luxuries so dear
to the feminine .heart and a clerk ship
in the great Chicago emporium will be
an ideal situation.

With Cere=|

Installation

ENTERPRISE

j

Aro thT candies we sell
People come for them
■ because they are pure and fresh; You’ll like them too,
® and want more,
Delicious Chocoatesat 25 cents a pound. Others
at 20 cents and'some at-2'pounds for 25 cents..
Broken and Ribbon candies without which Christ
mas Would not seem like Christmas, tons of these I
varieties at 2 pounds for 25 cents.

I Dried Fruits
" A veritable feast of them, the results of careful
I planning to serve you well . New Raisins/ the finest
H grown 3 pounds for 25 cents
New prunes from 5 cents up to 12 1-2
' ,
Custer raisins for the table at 25 cents. Citron
I orange and lemon peel, new figs and dates, pure
I spices, your choice at 8 cepts a quater pound.
B Early Morning or After Dinner Coffee

Is onexof the strong point of this store.» Our aim
I Js quality first, with prices a second consideration^
I Mandheling Java and Arabian Mocha

I
I
|
I
I

I

I
I

are the best Coffees obtainable. None better at my I
1 price and none as good to be had at our price 35 cents 4
gj a pound. s
1
I Mocha and Java Blend

Chargé to People
Rev..F. R. Lewis
Right Hand of Fellowship
. ,
Rev. Arthur G. Pcttengill
Anthem—I was glad when they said
unto me
Quartette
Address of Welcome
Rev. Charles Lemoine
Hymn — Our God, Our God, Thou'
Shinest here
Benediction
Rev. Daniel M, Wilson
The singing by tire church choir con
sisting of Prof. Douglass of Portland,
tenor; Mr. Clarence E. Holt of Bidde
ford, bass; Miss Beth Merrill of Kenne
bunkport, soprano; Mrs. Alfredda Drew
Chadbourhe of Saco, contralto; was one
of the attractions of the afternoon oeremonies, thfe perfect blending of voices
in the selections giving a beautiful
touch to the solemnity of the occasion.
In the evening a reception was held
in honor of the new pastor at - which
Rev. and Mrs. Wilson, assisted by Dr.
and-Mrs. G. W. ’ Bourne,, and Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Dane, received. At this
time an entertainment was given, re=
freshmeuts were served and the Phil
harmonic orchestra of Biddeford, under
Director Fred Lavigne, with Miss. Flor
ence Crowley as piahistrfurnished mu*
sic; The affair was largely attended,
many taking advantage of this oppor
tunity to ’meeting Rev. and Mrs. Wilson.
Rev. Mr. Wilsop is the eleventh in line
of pastors since the organization of the
churph in 1750. The names of the pas
tors who have served the 2nd parish of
Maine are:
Rev. Daniel Little,
1751—1800
Rev. N. H. Fletcher,
1800—1827
Rev. George W. Wells,
1827r—1838
Rev. Edward H. Edes,
1839—1845
Rev. William C. Tenney,
1845—1848
Rev. Joshua A. Swan,
1850—1869
Ifev. Charles C. Vinal,
1870—1891;
Rev. Elvi.n J. Prescott,
1892—1897
Rev. Jesse D. O. Powers, t 1897—1901
Rev. Fred R. Lewis, •
' 1901—1909

in

Established

1862

I Andrews & Horigan Co. I
I Biddeford,

Maine. I

The telephone enables her to make as many calls as she pleases,
and in all sorts of weather.
Formal gatherings have their place; but it is. the many Ij’ttle
intimate visits over the; telephone that keep people young and
interested.
.
,
Grandmother’s telephone visits do not stop withi her own town.
The Long Distance Service of the Bell Telephone takes her tb other
towns, and allows relatives- and friends to chat with her although hun
dreds of miles a^vay.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Every Bell Telephone is the Center of the System

Advance
Shopping;
All of you know the benefits of early shop
ping.
You know you miss the crowds and all that
sort of inconvenience.
Then why not take, advantage of these advan
tages?
Our stock is ak'this minute complete from
col ar buttons to diamonds It comprises the wor
thiest goods that we could buy with our money
or that you ebh buy with yours.
You can make your selections now at your
leisure and have them laid aside for you until the
“eventful day.”
. You aie invited to avail yourself of this pri
vilege.

DINAN,

which we sell at 25 cents a,pound is hard to beat,I
B most places at 30 and 35 cents a pound, other coffees |
at 15 :- 2o and 25 cents a‘pound.
|
I Formosa and Ceylon Teas
that are worthy a place on any table at 40 - 50 I
■ and 60 cents. We have other teas at 15-20 and 2'5 I
9 cents a pound all of which have some merit.

GRANDMOTHER may not be as spry as she used to
be, but she is in close touch with her world for all that,

THE JEWELER AND ‘OPTICIAN
253 Main Street, Biddeford

This year we have a fine line of
all kinds of jewelry, consisting of
Watches,

Chains,

Pharms,

Monuments, Tablets
and Headstones
1 We carry on hand a large
stock of modern patterns to
select from.
1 .

Rings,

Clocks,

We aim to do the best
work money'can buy.

And fancy articles.

Practical Economy

REEVES & LINSCOTT, z

We sell all kinds of 60c grade of tea for 24c a ,1b.,
We have some especially fine
All flavors of 35c coffee for 18c a pound.
trades
in about 112 k Diamonds
Mail orders are promptly filled. Sample and price list can
be had at the store or sent by mail at request.
from 45 to 55. Come in and see

DIRECT U1P0RTING CO.
Biddeford Branch, 148 Hain St.,

S. G. TWOMBLY & SON,

[63 Main St., Biddeford, Me.

best quality and at a reasonable
209 Main Street, Biddeford, Me. price.
to Patronize when doing
Collateral Loan The Place
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
Agency
IMPERIAL LUNCH

Auctioneer for
York County

Satisfaction Guaranteed

'TelephoneConnection

Hams

I am still in the business and
ready to receive Hams and
281 Main St., Biddeford, Me Bacon to cure in any quantity.
JAMES CARROLL, Prop.

Lurches served at any .hour of the,
day or night.

Maine

Alfred,

“near

depot”, V

REEVES & LINSCOTT, ALFRED, ME., NEAR DEPOT

,this if you are thinking of buying
a Diamond.

[Up-one flight, over David Abisalih Sons, National Store.]

J H. GOODWIN withA Cleanly
Restaurant conducted
a desire to furnish food of the

Tel. 293-L

Use Trinity Silver Polish

P. G. Wiggin.

L. H. VERRILL & CO.
Ths BEST line of dolls from 5c to
$2.25 Dressed dolls 10c to $1.00
Tin dishes, Infants’ dresses, jack
ets, kimonos, etc.
Comb sets, barrettes, turbanette
pins, brooches, neckwear, scarfs Pho
enix mufflers.
Kimonos, short at SOe.and $1.00
Long Kimonos 50c to $3.50
.
Bath Robes $2,50 to $8.00

Hankerchiefs Lc to 50c
Shawls 25c to $1.98
Pocketbooks, purses, bags, toilet
sets, mirrors, perfumes and toilet
powders.
A new lot of waists for Xmas.
Towels, aprons, table covers and
scarfs,
Something for' everybody- Come
and look.

The Corset Store, 223 Main Strcct, Biddeford

BIGN OF PEACE
JSMAS Sermon

-2, 25
d 50c
50c
id 50c

gifts

by

stronger and more effective throughout
the world. In countries p'imeatedby
Christian principles there is a growine

Rev.F,L. Cann. * war and lithe horrors by

inevitably accompanied. St. Augustine
»^December the nineteenth was recog- declared, long ago, that “not to keep
^^r^th rough out Christendom as In ppace ia to spurn Christ,” and men are
national Peace Sunday. The deslg- beginning to feel the force of his words
¿
ton is suggestive of the fact that tli-e as true. Murder and theft and false
lized nations of the earth are con hood do not cease to be vices because
ning the all-important matter of committed wholesale by governments"
:ld peace.
’ Au aggressive war is never a good war,
.nd, indeed, why should they not and no war is a good war if there is an
*
s exercise themselves? ' Jesus, the honorable way to prevent it. Indeed,
rist, whose birth the glad Christmas
even the words of Lord Bacon may be
sbii is intended, to honor, who is, true that “except you bray Christianity
>fessionally at least, the Lord of the iu a mortar and mold it into a new
LARGEST STOCK—BEST VALUES—GREATEST VARIETY—LOWEST PRICES
3.ánd the thought of the great na
paste there is no possibility of a holy
ns, and the largest factor in explainTOYS
UMBRELLAS
war.” The great Civil War itself, that
GLASS WARE
Rogers’ Silver-Plated Ware
g;their civilization and prosperity, is
50c to 3.50 Tables,
furnished so many examples of high We can save you money on this line. Punch Bowl Sets,
25, 50c, 1.00
1.98 to 4.50 Ladies’
»own to be the “Prince of Peace.” heroism, and that, we trust, did much
50c to 5.00 Carriages,
25, 50c, 1.00
50c to 1.50 Men’s,
Berry Sets,
Get
our
prices.
Ie prophetic vision of Isaiah, the to weld into a vital unity the disinte
25c to 5.00
1.00 to 2.00
Water Sets,
Go Carts,
er, discovers the better day that is
$2.98 to 20.00
Chafing
Dishes,
PHRRORS
grating factors of American life, when
25, 50c, 1.00
50c to 2.00
Wine
Sets,
Trunks,
s
jming when the spirit Of the wild, the viewed by careful historians in the light Coffee Percolaters,
1.75 to 3.25
Gold Frame.
75, $1.00, 1.50, 1.75, 3.00 Furniture,
25, 50c, 1.00
LAMPS
imal passions of hatred- and war shall
50c, 1.00 Desks,
SHAVING MIRRORS,
10c to 1.00 $3.00 Decorated Globe Lamp,
of the perspective offered by a forty Fancy Box Paper,
1.00, 1.50
Ì.98
3 qjiiet under the spell of the Master. years’ removal, is seen to have been
25, 50c, 1.00
Tool Chests,
BOOKS
1.60
. They shall beat their swords into
Rayo Kamp, with Shade,
Fancy Baseets
(because of the undue prominence of
50c, to 5.00
Rocking Horses,
Picture Books,
5, 10, 25, 50c
rowshares, and their spears into prun23 and 50c
GAMES of all kinds, 5c
J to 1.00 Work Baskets,
party politics and of commercial greed)
Children’s Chairs, 25, 50c, 1.00 to 2.00
Story Books,
5, 10, 25, 50c
pg-hooks: nation shall not lift up
25, 50, 75c, 1.00
75c Scrap Baskets,
'an essentially evil and wasteful method
25, 50c, 1.00'
Piums,
25c Parcheesi,
Boys’ Books, by Alger,
-S
word against nation, neither shall they
Stand Work Baskets, $1.50, 2.00 to 3-00
Full
line
of
Dennison
’
s
Tags,
Seals,
of securing a desirable end. It causes Girls’ Books,
25r 50cs 1.00’
Pianos,
25c
earn war any more.” On that mem
25, 50, 1.00 to 2.50
Napkins, Wire, Crepe Paper, etc. BACK COMBS,
a shudder,’ today, to read that after
25, 50c, 1100
Beds,
$1.00
Great value in a BIBLE for
orable night when the angelic host
50c, 1.90, 1.50
COMB
SETS,
Pièkett’s famous charge one could walk DIARIES,
25, 50c, 1.00
Pin Cushions
Cradles,
15 to 50c
fevered over the Judean hills and
5, 10, 50, 75c
HAT PINS,
'across the field in front of Cemetery
5, 10, 25, 503,1.00
Satin-Covered
Pink,
Blue,
Yellow,
Noah
’
s
Arks,
’frighted the simple shepherds, they
25, 50, 1.00, 1.50
Ridge without touching toot to the Christmas and New Year’s Postcards
25c to 3.00
10, 15, 20, 25c JEWEL CASES,
Magic Lanterns,
lick what has always been heaven’s
Two
for
5c
kind,
1c
ground;; to read that ou the battlefields
25,
50c, 1.00
Neckwear
Blackboards,
DOLLS, 1c to 5.00
, dinant note, and voiced thé immortal
10, 25, 50c 1,00 One in a box for Christmas Presents
of France are heaps of skulls twenty Smoking Sets,
50c to 3.00
Mechanical
Trains,
*‘Glory to God in the highest,and
Dressed Dolls,
25, 50c, $1.00 to 5.00
feet high—the skulls of soldiers.plowed
10,25, 50c, 1.00
25 and 50c Jointed Dolls,
CHINA
fc/Wrth peace, and good will among
25c to 5.00 Tea Sets,
up by the peasants who were tilling the
25, 50c, 1.00
Steam
Engines,
Handkerchiefs,
1c
to
50
E
verything
C
hina
IN
And Jesus himself stamped«
field, the skulls of young men from
25, 50c
IRON
TOYS
Garages,
^th the seal of his approval the angelic
$1.00 to 8.00 Children’s Hdkfs, 3 in box, a box, 15c
eighteen to thirty five years of age; to Chocolate Sets,
10, 25, 35, 50c, 1.00
Mechanical
Toys,
25,
50c,
$1.00
Ladies
’
Initial,
5,
12
1-2,
25c
Fire
Engines,
usic that heralded his coming, when
25c to 3.00
learn that the Napoleonic wars involved Cracker Jars,
Hill-Climbing Toys, 50c and 1.00
25, 50c, 1,00
12 1 2, 25c Hook and Ladder,
ejyrote his last will and testament in
50c to 2.00 Men’s initial,
the slaughter of six million lives. Chocolate Pots,
Colored
Hd^
s-or
fancy
work,
10,.
15c
25,
50c,
1.00
Hose
Carriage,
SKATES
Íóe words, “Peace I leave with you.
10, 25, 50, 75, 1.00
Surely “It were better for men to be Cups and Saucers,
25 and 50o
Patrols,
Iy peace I give unto you.” The mat
25 to 5.00
APRONS
75c, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75
Boys’,
butchers of beasts than butchers of Vases,
50c ea.
er Of peace, then, has its legitimate
;75o, 1.00,1.25,1.50
A great line,
15, 25, 39, 50c Coal Carts aad Ice Wagons,
Girls’,
men.” And in the moments when our
CUT-GLASS
25’and 50c
dace in our thoughts, as individuals
New Tea Aprons,
25 and 60c Express Wagons.
SLEDS
finer feelings come to the fore are we Handled Nappies,
$1.00,1.50
25, 50c, 1.00
Trains,
nd as nations.
Pocketcooks, 25c to 5.00
not all confident that public war is now Sugar and Cream Sets,
25, 50, 75c, 1.00,1.50, 2.00
3.00
25, 50c, 1.00 Boys’
Stoves,
|In fact, the world is today, and al
Shopping Bags, 50c to 4.50
out of date, a relic of barbarism un Spoon Trays,
25, 50,75c, 1.00,1.50, 2.00
2.00,
2.50,
3.00
Girls
’
,
10,
25,
50c,
1.00
Safes,
ways.has been, in search of peace. The
$1.00!
worthy our time, and that the role of Large Nappies,
1.50, 2.00.2.50
. 1.98 to 6.00 Special 1.50 Bag,
5 and 10c Flyers, •
Banks,
peace sought, has, for the most part,
the warrior, whether individual orna,
been unworthily and selfishly striven,
tional, except for police purposes, is
for,, and once secured Has proven itself
passing from the stage of history?'The
sordid in its character, but there can be
human mosquitoes of the Hobson and
ho Question as to the zeal or the sinCount Okuma type shall soon have had
lerity of the seekers. With some, hope
their day.
been centered on the peace-purThat this is so is evidenced by the
''•“'■¿¿iOwer of commercial supremgsrs have looked to find peace growing unrest throughout civilized
^distinction, and still other na- countries under the cruel burdens in
¡d individuals have trusted in volved in thè maintenance of great
Its of political prominence, and armameuts, with powerful armies and
oried in the practical working navies.
.It is affirmed that $15,000,000 have
^accepted doctrine that “Eternal
igilance is the prince of peace.” Dis- been sacrificed in wars since the begin
ppointment only has met all such ef- ning of authentic history, and more
orts at securing peace, and has slowly than $14,000,000 during the nineteenth
driven both persons and peoples to a century.
The armed peace of Europe has cost
-larger recognition of the truth that the
■LPeace vyhich passeth all understand- at least $111,000,000,000 in the last
and abides, is not the heritage of thirty-seven years.
We will pay car fare to anyone buying $5.00 worth or more in this store.
The United States spends 67 1-2 per
ise who exercise authority and de5^e
have one of the largest stocks in Holiday Goods ever shown in This City
service so much as it is the pos- cent of its national revenue (exclusive
of
postal
receipts)
for
wars,
past
and
^^^iession of those who unselfishly, sac’** rlfice and love. The world is learning prospective.
One big cannon shot costs $1,700 (in
Every year at this sea
?
by bitter experience, that the path to
peace is not by the way of the policy cluding deterioration of weapon,) a sum
son the question confronts
I “An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a larger than many workingmen earn in
Fancy Neckwear, in all the Latest
Suits and Overcoats
J tobth” so much as it is in walking the three years, and larger than many
the ladies, “What shall I
B charitable course of doing unto others school teachers earn in four years.
Styles
The sum that was spent in sending
g as we would that they should do unto
buy HIM for Christmas?”
Fur Coats and Fur Lined Coats
< us. Men are more and more generally the American naval fleet around the
Fancy
Arm
Bands
I and fully believing that the sterner world would have built five hundred
I virtues of life can safely give place to schoolhouses, costing $20,000 each.
Let us say that o
Ladies’ and Gents’ Fur Caps
IH
the gentler virtues, so beautifully and It costs $1,000,000 a year to pay the
Fancy Suspenders in Fancy Boxes
is the very latest
potently illustrated in the life of the men on board the “Dreaduought”North
Nazareno. There is a growing confl Dakota, to keep them in supplies, and
Silk
Umbrellae,
Ladies
’
and
Gents
’
to-date.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Fur Gloves
zdence that the quiet, inner, spiritual the ship in repair, and the period of
/forces had better, and shall, in the end, her fitnqss for service will not extend
Silk Handkerchiefs
dominate life. Qur better vision makes beyond fifteen years.
Nearly $2,000,000,000 are needed
Here is the list
j us ever more sure that peace, as one of
Latest
Styles
in
Dress
Gloves
the fruits of the divine spirit, shalhyet yearly to maintain the armies and
Silk Mufflers
'Win the orchard of our human life, navies of the world, exclusive of the
fl by- the hot blasts of rapine enormous interest paid on war debts.
HATS and CAPS
Ladies’ and Gents’ Sweaters
Etc.» Etc., Etc.
In the past ten years the expenditures
, 'We can well thank God for
COLLARS
on
the
British
army
and
navy
have
in

.«r^îhat soars above the realm of
NECKTIES
.¿ fact, for the persistence with creased over 50 per cent, and like ap
DON’T FORGET OUR
CUFF BUTTONS
Job the ideal maintains itself through propriations iu the United States for
i
.ges sordid with lust and greed, for the the same period have suffered an ag
GLOVES
divine optimisai which never despairs gregate advance of over 100 per cent.
MITTENS
Such statements as these bring home
of Jthe fulfilment of the vision of peace
flUFFLERS
—“ »nong nieir'while they live upon the to our attention what we are all dimly
For the benefit of the Boys during our Holiday Business we have marked
HANDKERCHIEFS
conscious of, namely, that the common
®rth.
down All Our Boys ’ Suits and Overcoats to Cost. All Our
i^dust at present there appears to be a people have been* for years and cen
UMBRELLAS
'Wcession in the tide of world peace. turies, and are now, mercilessly weight
SWEATERS
^jfebor and capital are arrayed against ed with taxation burdens, due to the
SUSPENDERS
Mph. other ‘in bitter and determined maintenance of the civilized and soARM BANDS
•*Smiggle. Partly through the manly called Christian nations of the world at
SCARF PINS
and presidential influence t of Colonel the point of armed peace, or of bloody
íloosevelt, militarism of an aggressive war. Little wonder that the peasantry
DRESS SUIT CASES
Oiffler is in honor in this country, and and the middle class of England are de
& the virus of imperialism is finding zits manding that some of these burdens
as never before into, the veins of shall be more fully borne by the rich,
^jthe American people. Japan is spurred whose backs are best fitted for these
See the Handsome Win» 1 Dn^by national conceit to far-reaching heavy loads! No marvel that the ag
dow Display, from which
^ifitant plans, and the nations of Eu- gressive war policy of the Kaiser of
-^ggt’are beset as they have not been Germany is meeting with decided and
you can surely get a pres
u>r a quarter of a century with an in- influential opposition at the hands of
♦ < ternatibnal jealousy and fear that’ some ruling spirits in the government^
ent that will please HIM.
• ^threaten a veritable war panic; but body! Not strange that the people at
these abnormal and untoward condi large are coming to regard war as too
tions are doubtless, temporary, and will costly and too terrible a game to play,
be followed, shortly, by .a wholesome and are asking, with Baron Preuer,
reaction toward saner and more peace that “Arbitration shall henceforth be a
ful relations among men and nations. part of the political system of all
Madonna Chapter, O. E. S., holds its
We are confident that the day is in sight civilized nations.”
Local Notes and Personals Merry Bhiistmas to all !
regular meeting tonight.
when the powers of the earth shall
Good may have come, indirectly,from
There will be a Christmas concert at
Hipóme to disbelieve in the virtue of the war, in the past, as honey was gathered
the Methodist church Sunday evening,
The Christmas supper of the Baptist
old lesson, so well learned, that the best from Samson’s lion, but it must be re
Mr. Woodbury Stevens of Kennebunk Dec. 26th, to which all are invited.
church will be served on Friday evensecurity for peace is constant readiness membered that the lion had to be slain port visited his friend, Miss Mabel
ng, Dec. 24, at 7 o’clock, and will be
'í'-.for war, and shall sit themselves down, before the honey bees could swarm and Griffin, Sunday.
The regular Christmas concert will ollowed by the distribution of gifts
in all seriousness, to learn Edwin Ar= deposit their nectar. And better still
be given on Sunday evening, Dec. 26; ffrom the Christmas tree.
nold’s nobler lesson that
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Webber of the subject of the concert will be “The
the honey without the lion! Hobbes,
203 MAIN STREET,
This is peace ;
Dr. Herbert II. Purinton attended the
the philosopher, declares that “man is Winchester, Mass., suffered a great loss Light of Christmas.” Special music
To conquer love of seif and lust of life,
recently when the home in which they will be rendered, and representatives of annual meeting and banquet of the
To tear deep-rooted passion from the by nature a fighting animal,” but
live was destroyed by fire. Mr. and foreign countries, in native costumes, Gamma Gamma division of Phi Chi
Christ
came
to
transform
man
’
s
warlike
1
breast,
To still the inward strife.
temper into a living likeness to bisown Mrs Webber were away from home at will speak of Christmas in other lands, Medical Fraternity held in Portland on
the time and almost nothing of the con An offering will be taken during the Friday evening, Dec. 17th. The meet
Eg Beyond all manner of doubt it is al- spirit, of peace.
Simple justice demands the privilege tents of the house was saved. Mrs- service to aid in bringing a knowled e ing was held at the Congress Square
ready true that the sentiment in favor
: of.a peace that shall be both Christian of the arbitration of difficulties on the Webber was before marriage, Miss Flor of the Christ of Christmas to the un- hotel and the speaker of the evening
ence Whittaker of this town.
1 «\nd
permanent grows constantly
[continued on page 6.]
was Dr. Joscelin of Massachusetts.
'ortunates of earth.
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HAPPY NEW YEAR

And a Free Ride to Lemelin’s Up-to-Date Clothing Store
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Special Sale of Boys’ and Children’s Clothes
$5.00 Widow Jones and Hercules Suits
and Overcoats, for
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A. LEMELIN

The Home of Good Clothes for Men and Boys
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A

N. W. Kendall, Masonic Building

FREE on Request

Pub. Price $2.50. Sale Price,

LONGFELLOW

KIPLING

de Luxe of All the World’s Great Authors at About One-Fourth Subscription Publishers Pi
H

1
AA

It
Festus,\
but,, too \
’chanuelL

rare good fortune for holiday book buyers is the result of
financial difficulties in the subscription book trade. Enorof these superb editions were thrown upon the market by
, printers and binders who were forced to raise money,
iught heavily to secure the stock exclusively for this city. All
y are guaranteed new and perfect.

about 25 cents on the $1.00
“ Guy De Maupassant is the most gifted and vei -,
satile writer that France has given us for fifty years’
says George Saintsbury.
This beautiful new Edition de Luxe contains the best
unabridged translations of his complete novels and all
of his authentic short story masterpieces including 17
brilliant short stories never before translated, here pub
lishing for the first time in book form. The Edition is
printed only for subscribers and should not be con
founded with cheap trade editions.
The type is large and clear, the press work extra fine,
being first impressions of new plates, the paper super
fine and the illustrations include numerous full page
photogravures' and half tones from original drawings.
The set is in ten volumes. Three-Quarter Leather
Binding, marbled sides, gold tops, uncut edges.

MAUPASSANT

Sale Price, $11.25

This new Edition de Luxe (limited
and numbered) brings to booklover's
for the first time an approximately
definitive edition of Stevenson at a S
moderate price. Heretofore the only h
other good edition has sold at from ffi
$52.00 to $104.00 per set," moreover this M
new set contains hundreds of pages of w
valuable matter never before pre- ®
sented in book form—not even, in the
most expensive editions.
The type is a new Scotch style; good
paper, with portraits and other illustrations from photographs.
Ten volumes. Three-Quarter Leather binding.

Sub. Price, $39.00. Sale Price, $9.50

Sub. Price, $30.00. Sale Price, $7.50

Same in Extra Cloth binding, vellum label, gold tops

Sub. Price, $35.00.

Sale Price, $7.50

Oscar Wilde!

Dumas!

A great Poet, Playwright, Novelist and Essayist. Literature
presents few more remarkable- careers than that of Oscar
Wilde. While yet a student at Oxford his poems were com
Alexandre Dumas is declared by
pared with those of Tennyson; In 1882, when only tweptv-six
countless enthusiastic admirers to be the
years old, his lecture tour of America netted hjm
j>ov,0e€.
prince of romancers. Probably the world
He was undoubtedly the greatest playwrighp-^fnis time.
will never see an absolutely complete set
This only complete authojizaL£d?ti"o7t~ac luxe is now for the
of Dumas for it is impossible to disetern
firs^!time"-tflht>»l,gC6feB»i'bIe for American readers by special
positw^^ali'of Dumas’ own writings from
®ETangement
with Wilde’s literary executors. Mr. Robert Ross,
tho^eA jhich he allowed his. name to be
_
and with the London publishers, Methuen & Co.
*rpTac??>fi,
The type of these English plates is extra large and handsome,
■J The present new edition, however, con- v» uijBWBgS;
AW?’
printed on uperfine white wove paper with the Aldus de luxe
| tains all'spf the recognized masterpieces-»"'
yZ’watermark. The illustrations in photogravure and half tone
I of Dumas,about 13,000 pages, an£L£frerej fore may bewailed practica&y complete—the most satisfactory set are from original drawings. Cloth binding, vellum labels, gold
tops, uncut edges. Ten volumes.
! ever issued iir^»glighr=-llie best translations.
Illustrated with numerous duotones in two colors, the type, paper
Sub. Price, $35.00. Sate Price, $7.75
1 and presswdfK are excellent.'
Three-Quarter Leather Binding, extra levant grain leather,
Three-Quarter Leather Binding, marbled sides, full gold backs,
marbled sides and linings, wide leather corners, silk head
I gold tops. Eighteen volumes.
bands, gold tops, gold backs, uncut edges.

Sub. Price, $80.00. Sale Price, $19.50

Hugo!
Complète romances, poems, essays, best dramas,
including Hugo’s rare book on Shakespeare and life of
Hugo, in ten handsome volumes. New Edition de Luxe
from, new plates, with 90 illustrations in photo
gravure and half tone.' This is the best and
most complete set of Hugo in English, excepting only
one other costly edition which sells at from $100.00 to
$500.00 per set. Edition limited to 1000 numbered sets.
Elegantly bound in Three-Quarter Leather, de Luxe
style.

Sub. Price,$49.00. Sate Price,$ 10.5 0
Same in Cloth

Sub. Price,$30.00. Sale Price, $ 7.5 0
Ì7GO

Sub. Price, $49.00.

Sate Price, $11.25

Plato !
Plato is as necessary to a library as
a foundation to a house.
This Edition de Luxe in three vol
umes -contains the best translations
with introductions and notes, includ
ing: 1. The Dialogues'. 2. The Repub
lic. 3. Trial and Death of Socrates.
The type is large and clear, printed
on superfine white wove paper. Thé
illustrations include photogravures
and duotones (in two colors) on India
plate paper.
Three-Quarter Leather Binding, gold tops, marbled sides, and
linings, silk headbands, Japan vellum titles.

Sub. Price, $15.00. Sate Price, $3.90

the Port7

^Balzac!

Sub. Price, $70.00.

/

Sale Price, $18.50

This is à new complete Edition de
Luxe of Poe’s complete Tales, Poems,
Essays, and Miscellanies—the most
desirable library edition in existence.
The type is large and clear, text
page printed carefully, on superfine
white wove paper, with excellent pho
togravure and half tone illustrations.
Edition limited to l,000numbered sets.
The binding Three-Quarter Leather,
Ten volumes.

Sub. Price, $49.00. Sale Price, $12.00

Guizot’s France!

Sub. Price, $35.00. Sate Price, $8.75

De Musset !
novels are extraordinarily brilliant. He had
no successor in France either as a poet or dramatist.”
—Enc* Britannica.
'‘' El . The complete writings of Alfred de Musset translated
into English; Edition de Luxe, limited to 1,000 num
bered sets, with 41 photogravures, large type,.deckle
edge paper. Teh volumes.
Elegantly bound in Three-Quarter Leather, gold tops.

~Sub.Price,$49.00. Sate Price,$ 12.2,5
Same in Cloth

Be. musset

Sub. Price, $35.00. Sate Price,$9.00

Green’s England!
New Edition de Luxe of The History of The English People from
earliest times, with a continuation to the year 1909.
Thè only readable standard work on the subject. ■ Previous ed
itions however have been incomplete, ending with the year 1815.
•In thè present beautiful de luxe set the history is .completed to the
year 1909.
Large type,
printed on superfine
paper, illustrated
with
■ ■
_ t.
j-.-.a—»- __:_a_j
.. photoj Qn
«gravures
on
Japan paper andj duotones
printed in A....
two .colors
_ ua plate-paper.' Five volumes;

CQU

aootrib. Price, $25.00. Sate Price,
train t
that ma,----- —-— --------------------- .
ping as I
she held>v
»
g
i>nd reach | Q.H f© J

$3.25
.

in her rigi
no
va le Comedy. Best translation
■near 1 • leiow with voluminous notes
her shut Iptetipns. Printed from large
,
, .
handsomely illustrated in
her hair-colors.
,4'4 full page-: plates, The best
not m
edition of Dante.
Durably bound in ClothsComplete in 4 volumes.

tv-

döWl

Sub. Price,

Sub. Price, $35.00. Sate Price, $9.00

Mühlbach !
This Edition de Luxe is carefully printed on superfine white
wove paper and includes full page photogravure illustrations,
from historical paintings printed on Japan paper.
The Three-Quarter Levant Grain Leather (red) binding is
very handsome and durable. Marbled sides and inside finings,
silk headbands, gold tops, uncut edges; Formerly published by
D. Appleton & Co., this edition issued for subscribers by The
Chesterfield Society. Size of volumes 5% x 8%—about 9000
pages in the set. 18 volumes.

Sub. Price, $72.00. Sate Price, $18.50

Smollett!
The writings of thip classic bld novivt'Yr
elist are famous for depicting with
I
spirit and wit the free and easy manner of eighteenth century life. Thackeray called his “ Humphrey Clinker ”
y
the most laughable story ever written. A,
The novels, “Roderick Random.” ///////,
“Peregrine Pickle,” etc., excel in
original comedy.
’
The set contains the complete.novels, unexpurgated, best text; large
type, fine paper, illustrated, six vol
umes, Edition de Luxe, limited, numbered by hand, ThreeQuarter Leather binding.

Sub. Price, $30.00- Me Price, $7.50
Same in Cloth ,.

'

Sub. Pries, $25.00. S&lePrice,.$6.25

'

Sub. Price, $2,2.50- Sate Price, $5.50

Fielding!
Scott it was who named Fielding
“The Father-of the English Novel,”
because Fiplding created a new school
of literature—the novel. After more
than a century his novels still hold a
foremost place among- the world’s
masterpieces. He wrote those cel
ebrated novels, “Tom Jones,’’“Joseph
Andrews,” “Amelia,” etc., which are
truly classics of-their kind.
Edition de Luxe, limited, and num
bered (uniform with Smollet) large
type, excellent paper, illustrated, complete novels, unexpur
gated, six volumes, Three-Quarter Leather binding.
>

Sub. Price, $22.50.

Sate Price, $5.50

Taine!
The .History of English Literature. Illustrated Edition de
Luxe, in four handsome volumes. ■
Pres. Butler of Columbia, writes: “Taine stands head and
shoulders above the authors of other works on English Litera
ture.” The entire field is covered by Taine from earliest to
modern times with illustrative excerpts from great writers, with
an excellent index.
Large type, extra white wove paper, handsomely illustrated
with duotones on India plate paper and photogravure on Japan
paper.
Three-Quarter Leather Binding, marbled sides and finings,
Japan velum title pages, gold tops.

Sub. Price, $21.00. Sate Price, $5.50

Plutarch !
Plutarch’s Lives include brilliant biographies of the chief
personages of Greek and Roman history, embracing the six
hundred eventful years, 500 B.C. to 100 A.D. Emerson says:
“ cannot he spared from the smallest library—his lives are as
entertaining as a French novel.”
Edition de Luxe, five volumes, limited and numbered, large
type, good paper, illustrated, durably bound in beautiful style,
Three-Quarter genuine leather.

Sub. Price, $22.50. Sale Price, $5.50

Hawthorne!
New Edition de Luxe. Contents of the set: “Twice Told
Tales,” “Mosses from an Old Manse,” “The Scarlet Letter,”
“The House of the Seven Gables,” “Grandfather’s Chair,”
“The Wonder Book.” “The Blithedale Romance,” “Tanglewood
Tales,” “The, Marble Faun,” The type is large and clear,
printed upon fine white laid paper, made expressly for this
edition. Illustrations include frontispiece, duotones, from
originals» and a fine new photogravure portrait of the authorFine Three-Quarter Leather Binding. 9 volumes.

Sub. Price, $35.00. Sate Price, $8.75
Same in Cloth

Gibbon’s Rome!
The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire covering the
period from the death of Julius Caesar and the downfall of the
Republic, through thirteen centuries, to the fall of Constant
inople. ’‘Whatever else is read, Gibbon must be read too.’’
New Edition de Luxe, the only large type »set in six volumes,
(It must not be confounded with the cheap broken type sets in
five volumes.) Notes by Millman, Guizot, and Dr. William
Smith. Elegantly illustrated and bound in Three-Quarter
genuine leather.

Sub. Price, $33.00. Sale Price, $7.50

Rawlinson !
New complete Edition de Luxe of the History of Ancient
Egypt and the Seven Great Monarchies.
This famous standard work tells in readable style the history
of the great monarchies of the ancient Eastern world—Egypt,
Chaldea, Assyria, Babylon, Media, Persia, Parthia, and Sassanian or New Persian Empire. The narrative is embellished
with hundreds of illustrations throughout the text and there
are very copious notes and indexes making this the best as it is
the handsomest edition of the work ever issued in America.
Large type, excellent white wove paper.
. Three-Quarter Leather Binding (dark red), marbled sides and
linings, gold tops, Japan paper titles in colors. Five volumes.

Sub. Price, $25.00. Sale Price, $6.25

Ainsworth!
extra de Luxe

Sate Price $8.75

Sub. Price, $35.00.

Sub. Price, $30.00. Sate Price, $6.25

Irving!
This de Luxe edition deserves special attention, as it’con
tains all of Irving’s writing's,' with the author’s latest revisions
and several valuable maps. Complete in 10 handsome volumes,
illustrated with many halftones,- photogravure portraits and
maps’. The paper made expressly.for this edition is a very
fine wfiite wove and the presswork is of the best quality. The
type is large and clear.- Three-Quarter Leather Binding (dark
red,) marbled sides and inside cover linings, gold tbps, uncut
edges, silk headbands, Japan title pages in colors.

New Edition de Luxe of Ainsworth’s Standard Novels with
full page duotone illustrations by Ge'orge Cruikshank.
Ainsworth’s justly celebrated historical novels here offered
in a worthy edition, are rich in sensational incidents, exciting
adventures and animated scenes.
This set in eight volumes contains: The Tower of London,
Jack Sheppard. Guy Fawkes and Windsor Castle.
Handsomely printed on fine white de luxe paper, and bound
in Three-Quarter Levant Grain Leather (wine color), gold tops,
marbled sides and linings.

Sub. Price, $35.00.

Sale Price, $8.75

New and exquisitely illustrated Edi
tion de Luxe .of Prose and Poetical
Works, including his translation of
Dante’s Divine Comedy. In ten
beautiful volumes, nearly 5000 pages.
It is the large type edition - of Long
fellow, dnd is carefully printed from
new plates. The paper is a pure ■
white wove of extra quality. ;
The illustrations include 83 beauti
ful full page reproductions in photo
gravure and duotone _ (two colors.)
Thé notes. In addition to the author’s own notes there are
numerous notes by the well-known critic and author Mr.
Châties Welsh.
Ihe most important poem omitted from the present edition
because of certain copyright restrictions is “The Hanging of
the Crane,” which however, is sold in various cheap editions.
On the other hand this new edition, contains, besides the
original editorial matter referred to, a great deal of Long
fellow’s prose and poetical writings not obtainable in any
pther édition. For example, we have here for the first time
in book form “The Bald Eagle” and “The Indian Summer,”
two brilliant stories written in the author’s best,style.
Maroon Cloth Binding; gold tops, Japan titles.

Sub. Price, $35.00. Sale Price, $8.75
% Leather (blue) marbled sides; gold tops, gold backs..

Sub. Price, $49.00. Sale Price, $12.00
Full Wine Leather, extra gold tooling, gold tops.

Sub. Price, $75.00. Sale Price, $18.50

Kipling!
New Illustrated Edition de Luxe of
Kipling’s Standard Works as follows:
1. Plain Tales from the Hills; 2. The
Light That Failed; 3. Mine Own Peo
ple; 4. Soldiers Three; 5. Thè Phan- ;
tom Rickshaw; 6. Under the Deodars,
7. Wee Willie Winkle, City of Dread
ful Night, American Notes; 8. Story
of the Gadsbys in Black and White;
9. Letters of Marque; 10. Poems, Bal
lads and Other Verses, Three-Quarter
leather binding. 10 volumes.

Lamb!
Sub. Price, $35.00. Me Price, $8.25

Sale ,

Three-Quarter Leather (dark blue) LelJ*
gold tops, silk head-bands, uncut edges.

■o'C0”

Sub. Price, $90.00. Sate Pi
Full Levant Grain Leather, rolled gold inside covers U
tooled, silk .head bands, gold t ps, uncut edges.

Sub. Price, $39.00. Sate Price, $8.75

Sub.Price,$130.00. Sale Price,

$29.5m

Same in Cloth.

Sub. Price, $30.00. Sale Price, $6.25

Shakespeare!
10 Volumes.

Scott!

This handsome library edition was the second impres-^^2
sion of the new plates printed on superfine light
weight paper in order to make t! is set in 10 volumes,
each only 1% inches thick. The contents of this 10
volume set are exactly the same t s the 20 volume set
described above excepting that the former contains,
only 50 of the illustrations, of which 10 are photo^^^M
gravures and 40 mezzogravures.
Cloth. 10 volumes.

In 1814, at the age of 43, Scott pub
lished anonymously his first novel
“Waverley,” followed in rapid suc
cession by that matchless series of
romances, unbroken up to 1829, within
three years of his death. The world*
knows what marvelous achievements
he wrought in that brief span of years.
Complete Waverley Novels, limited
Edition de Luxe, 24 volumes, large '
type, laid paper, 200 illustrations,
handsome dark green, three-quarter
leather binding.

Sub.Price,$35.00. Sate Price, $8.75
Three-Quarter-Leather. 10 volumes.

Sale Price, $ 12.00

Sub. Price, $49.00.

Sub. Price, $100.00. Sale Price, $24.50
Same in Cloth.

Sub. Price, $75.00. Sale Price, $17.50

■ Sterne! % w
Edition de Luxe. Complete Works with life by Percy Fit:
aid and introductions by Wilbur L. Cross. The same plates.
which this edition was printed were usedin making the sp«
edition which sold for $20.00 and $25.00 a volume.
There are two styles of binding, a luxurious dark greeH Th
Quarters Leather and a silk-finished Cloth. The Three-Quar
Leather has gpld-veined onyx marbled sides . arid wide le?
corners. The backs are hand finished in ornamental ¿old n?
with raised -bands. The volumes have onyx inside
tops, silk headbands, arid uncut edges. The setcom^ r

Dickens!
While Scott was writing his famous
romances a boy named Dickens was
working in a blacking warehouse,'
teaching himself shorthand,. soon ris
ing to be a reporter, and at 28 the
most popular living writerin the world,
a popularity which he maintained for
more than thirty years, until his death.
Fine Limited numbered Edition de
Luxe, complete works in 20 Volumes, '
1 arge type, fine white wove paper, 160
illustrations, elegant three-quarter
leather binding.

Cloth. Sub- Price, $22.50.
Sate PricQi^Uw
■ ■

Three-Quarter Leather. Sub. Pricç; $30.00. \

Sale Priée, $8.25

Sub. Price, $90.00. Sate Price, $22.50
Same in Cloth.

Sub. Price, $60.00- Sale Price, $14.75

Thackeray !

Fine New Edition de Luxe.
Illustrations include about 150 brilliant duotones, from the
originals of Brock and other eminent artists, including Tha
ckeray’s own inimitable drawings. There are also 10 photor
gravures. Title-pages on ’Japan paper.
The type is large and dear. The paper and presswork
first-class.
The binding is a handsome dark Three-Quarter Leather,
marbled sides, gold tops, uncut edges. The set is ,complete
in ten volumes.

Sub. Price, $49.00.

Kingsley!

Sub. Price, $32.00. Sate Price, $7/75
Sub. Price, $30.00. Sate Price, $@¿50

D©

Eliot!
Edition de Luxe. It includes the author’s novels. >
poems, tales and sketches. Complete in 8 ■ volumes^
The illustrations are 65 full page reproductions from;
originals by well-known artists.
, Handsome Three-Quarter Leather Binding (dark]
brown) gold back stamping, marbled sides and cqver-■
linings, generous leather corners, gold tops, silk heajm
bands, ornamental Japan title pages. Each set nurh-'l
bered by hand.

Sub.Ptice,$35.00. Sal e Price, 88.75

Sale Price, $12.50

Emerson!

The Merrymount Press (Updyke & Co.) of Boston did the
type composition of this, superb edition of which copies in
sumptuous bindings sell nt from- $90 to $900 a set.
The set in eight beautiful .volumes contains the complete
works: Memoir, Essays; ¿Tales from Shakespeare, Letters
Humorous and Otherwise'; Miscellanies, Notes and Index.
The binding is a handsome three-quarter leather; de luxe
style, gold tops, uncut deckle edges. The illustrations.include
superb photogravures ¡and haff tones.

Most Completely Annotated Edition Ever Issi
The notes and critical comments accompanying each play are by
Brandes, Lloyd, Hazlitt, Ulrici, Dyce, Coleridge, White, Mrs. Jamieson
the world’s great Shakespearean scholars.
The illustrations of this 20-volume Edition de Luxe include 170
reproductions in photogravure and mezzegravure of celebrated Shaki
paintings by., great artists. ’The type is a‘ beautiful new Scotch face,
or 12 point size.
i
.
fe-'

Sub. Price, $60,00.

Also in Cloth Binding.

Sale Price, $6.00

20 Volumes.
This truly magnificent new edition de luxbi^L
of Shakespeare, immeasurably superior to all othe^b.3
was published by the well-known New York,subsejasr
tion publishers, Bigelow, Smith & Cq., who wereal
gaged in its preparation for nearly three years experi^^H
ing over $20,000 before the work was ready for the pres^^wi
During receiit years in America probably the thre:^K
most extensively advertised and most widely ’- soldH
■editions of Shakespeare have been the Booklovers, th^H
Morris and The Temple, in all of which the notes ;ar^p
at the end of each play with no references to notes®
in the text. In the Booklovers and the Morris Edition^®
there are two sets of notes at the back which forcoB
the reader to turn to the back of the volume to hunt
until the desired note is found, if it ever is found. SH |
Comment is unnecessary upon this vexatious imprac-' ■
tical arrangement of notes.
In Bigelow, Smith & Co.’s new edition, through enormbusexpe
of typesetting, the notes appear properly at the bOttonrSbf e>
page where they belong for. the obvious conyenienceof the reac
and moreover every one of the thousands of notes bear the in'''
of the commentator so that one may know the exact authorW
each explanatory statement. General readers as wejl^^^w
will appreciate this commonsense aid in reading Shakespe,

The Art Bindings of the 20-volume DeLu^Vi '
lows: Shot Silk (Mauve) silk head-b^Wo*’5’’
uncut edges)
r*
S’" >

Sub. Price, $45.00. Sate Price, $11.75

As a man1 and writer, Emerson*'
ranks among the great world-spirits.
Strength and originality of thought,
force and brilliancy of expression
dominate his works.
Contents of the set,six volumes,
“Representative Men,” “English-.
Traits,” “Nature Addresses and Lec
tures,” “Conduct of Life, ” “Essays,”
“Poems,” and a biography by
¿Richard Garnett.
! Large .type, illustrated, excellent
paper, hound beautifully in three-quarter leather. This is a
limited Edition de Luxe,', each set numbered by' hand.

The Heal Christmas

Shakespeare!

Longfellow!

Complete Novels, Poems, Life and Letters with introduction
by Maurice Kingsley. 7 volumes.
The binding is a rich dark, Three-Quarters Leather, genuine
leather, with-wideleather backs and corners, gold veined
marbled sides, gold, back stamping, and gold tops, with silk
head-bands, Japan paper title pages.

Sub. Price, $25.00.

Sale Price,$2.95

Sarno in Imee -Quarter leather,

Self interpreting Edition de Luxe of
Robert Burns’ Complete -Poetical and
Prose Works. Printed for subscribers
only. All Scotch words throughout are
in italic type and English meaning in
small type at the end of each fine.
The set includes Bums’ immortal
songs, words, and music, letters and ;
life. The only complete edition con- j
taining 100 more poems and over 200
more letters than any other set of
Burns. The illustrations number over
100 rare engravings, including duotones, photogravures, manu
script fac-similes, colored map, etc. Six volumes. Elegantly
bound in Three-Quarter Levant Grain Leather.

Same in Cloth

Same in.Cloth

Hère is a great history which gives a vivid and truthful account
of events couched in simple and direct language. 1
This de Luxe*Edition is the compietowork, in- 8 volumes, printed
from large type {on excellent paper with portraits and historical
scenes reproduced in photogravure and half tone. Three-Quarter
Dark Levant Grain Leather, gold -tops, marbled sides and linings.

Robert Buras !

Sub. Price, $30.00. Sate Price, $7.50

Poe!

rails wfeaintsbury Edition de Luxe of The
oonvA?®te- Comedie Humaine—The best
uuu venjy unexpurgated scholarly comhad /translation.
ze illustrations include numerous phoengjavures and half tone reproductions
js/a original paintings by French and
Yglish artists.
fKLarge type, superfine paper,handsomely
pund in Three-Quarter Leather, marbled
gfides and inside cover lining, gold tops.
„Complete in eighteen volumes.

but genuine de luxe bargains offered exclusively by us in this city!

Remember, these are not ordinary trade sets sold everywl

Same in Cloth

Sub. Price, $49.00.

All the best sets advertised widely in magazines and
agents
at high
agents at
high prices
prices you
you’’ll
ll find
find right
right here
here at
at astonishing
astonishing har
bar;gR
prices. You can now get three or four mignificent sets for the sW
scription price of one. Select the favon e authors yoa want and
enjoy the possession of a fine private libr? i y. Here are choice gifl^
i
of permanent value. A Life-long reminder u the giver,

Sale comprises de laxe publications of many subscription houses,
including BIGELOW, SMITH & CO., THE DAVOS PRESS/ GEBBIE &
CO., THE NOTTINGHAM SOCIETY od TSE CHESTERFIELD SOCIETY.
Under the two last mentioned -imprints were re-issued from the same.
plates the fine de luxe sets of standard authors formerly published
and extensively sold by JOHN D. HORRIS & CO., Philadelphia.

De Maupassant! Stevenson !

\

Mint Julep!

reatest of all Holiday Book Sales

À
c\

]h
«
y

By Martha James,
new humorous sto1 A
irresistibledrollerj
—
ful Gift j Edition,!
full-page illustrations ip colors. Ornamental cloth. .Gold tj
Sale exclusively^at our store.
B

Biddeford, Maine

358 Main Street

Illustrated Catalog of these Book Bargains
Mail Orders Filled Promptly

i

GIFT BOOK FOR OLD AND YOW

Lux©

Pepy’s Diary !
New Edition de Luxe. Printed from new large type^v^F"
’ full page reproductions in half tone and photogravure’^
This entirely new edition should not he confounded wit.
sold at a similar or higher price hut which are printed fro
worn out broken' type plates.
The binding is a luxurious Three-Quarter Persian Leatl
a rich dark shade, hand tooled, with full gold backs and
tops, with marbled sides and linings. This set is comple
four volumes.

Sale Price, $6.25
Sd® Price,P $1.25 ^ch

Sub. Price, $25.00.

Classics!

Including the best of Pres. Eliot’s Recommendations for his “Fjve^foof* book-shelf’’^admittedly the most readable class
deserving of a place in every private library. Each volume of these eighty de luxe classics is printed from large clear type, »ip
extra white wove paper with the exclusive watermark “Aldus de Luxe in each page. The title pages are printed' on 'Jg?*-.
vellum and the photogravure frontispieces are printed by hand also upon Japan vellum.. The binding is Three-Quarter-Le\ g
grain leather, of a rich old rose shade, cloth sides, silk head-bands, gold back stamping, gold tops,’uncut edges, each volume
boxed. Published by The Chesterfield Society.
“
’.
;
FTil
v”th the Eneheiridion and Fragments, transls
¿jpivivLUO v?kh. notes, a life and a view of hjjs pliilosopli;
George Long, M.A.
.-wiSa
Edited by John Richard Green, M.A., LL.D.
Rpnifirate
Autobiography includingPoopl
i aiiSk-'-iU Richards Almanac, A Plamforq
Saving One-Hundred Thousand Pounds, Advice to a Young'^
Tradesman, Dialogue between Franklin and the Gout, The Art of '
Translated' .by George Long, M.A.
Procuring Pleasant Dreams, Familiar Letters and other
With a biographical sketch and a view of the philosophy of
papers.
Antoninus by,the translator.

A.c.
s Essays
Marcus Aurelius
Bacon’s Essays

Including also his Apophthegms, Elegant Sentences,; and
Wisdom of the Ancients, with a Biographical introduction'by
Henry Morley,
'

Chesterfield’s Letters

) Including his Sentences and Maxims, with a prefatory note
by .Charles Sayle and a Critical Essay by C. A. Sainte-Beuve,
de T academie Français, <. i

Lincoln’s Speeches KSaXS » J
with a Biographical iQtrqduction aiid prefatory Notes..

Webster’s Speeches

R

terpieces in each department of oratory ineloding The -A
Dartmouth College Case, The Plymoutit Oration, The r
Bunker Hill Monument,. The Charae. r of Washingfem,
Reply ,to Hayne, Reply to Caliiuau', i’hc
and the UifigFUetc., etc.
«

FREE on Reqnest
Illustrated Catalog of these Book Bargains
Mail Orders Filled Promptly

it 1^ ^4
Festus,\
but too \

By Martha James,

Biddeford, Maine

JL
ful Gift ‘Edition j
full-page illustrations in colors. Ornamental doth. Gold’t]
Sale exclusively^at our store.
%'
J

LONGFELLOW

Pub. Price $¡2.50. Sale Price,

Bo

Accident

mght heavily
/are gnaran]

25 (
De Mail

“Guy De Maupass .
satile writer that Franc®
’ says George Saintsbury]-^.
This beautiful new Edh -’
unabridged translations!;..
of his authentic short si ”1:
brilliant’short stories ner : ’
lishing for the first timd?..
printed only for subset!/;
founded with cheap trad
The type is large and |
being first impressions <
.--■fine and the illustration
photogravures and halfi '.
_
The set is in ten volt]
MAUPASSANT Binding, marbled sides, f?'

Sub. Price, $49.00.

9

Same in Extra Cloth bin/]

Sub. Price, $35.00.

q

Dumas !
Alexandre Dumas is declare
countless enthusiastic admirers to .
prince of romancers. Probably the I!
will never see an absolutely complel
of Dumas for it is impossible to d|
positr’Ety-aRof Dumas’ own writing!
. tbqgeA »hich he allowed his nama
[~rpTact h;
' J The present new edition, however
• ' j tains all ..of the recognized master)
- I of Dumas?1, about 13,000 pages, and .
i fore may bewailed practicglky coinpll
-- j ever issued in ek^li&ta^the best tral
Illustrated with numerous duotone!
j and presswopK are excellent.
Three-QvArter Leather Binding, nj
, j gold tops. Eighteen volumes.

Sub. Price, $80.00. Sale

f Hi
Complete romances!
including Hugo’s rare boj
Hugo, in ten handsome v<j
from new plates, wit!
gravure and half tone
most complete set of Hug
one other costly edition 8
$500.00 per set. Edition 1
Elegantly bound in Thrw
style.

Sub. Price, $49.00. SiSame in Cloth

Sub. Price,$30.00. 2

_______

¡jgo

,

the Port7

“^“Balzac! |

rails W^aintsbury Edition de Luxe of |

eonvft^te- Comedie Humaine—The I
uuu vujjjjy Unexpurgated scholarly ci

had ^translation.

7e illustrations include numerous t
ongjavures and half tone reproducti
?yh original paintings by French i.
Sglish artists.
k
tbLarge type, superfirie paper,handsonj
bund in Three-Quarter Leather, marl
glides and. inside cover lining, gold t
„Complete in eighteen volumes.

Sub. Price, $70.00. Said

Guizot’s I
a

Here is great history which gives
of events couched in simple and dire]
This de Luxe’Edition is the complet!
from large type Jon excellent paper i
scenes reproduced in photogravure ai
Dark Levant Grain Leather, gold tops

v
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jhis'rare gool
five financial!
locks of thes j
WS, printer!
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258 Main Street
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Greatest of all Holidav Bnn Sales

À
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i

GIFT BOOK FOR OLD AND YODfi

N. W. Kendall, Masonic Building

Sub. Price, $35.00. Sale

De Mi
“His novels are extra
no successor in France eitn
—Enc. Britannica.
The complete writings of j
into English. Edition de 1
bered sets, with 41 photo
edge paper. Ten volumes.!
Elegantly bound in Thre^

“Sub.Prkp,$49.00. Ss
Same in Cloth

Be MUSSET

Sub- Price,. $35.00. S

T. L^ Evans and Co., of Biddeford will
pay express on all purchases of five dol
An accident of a most serious nature lars or more, in this section.
and that came very near resulting in
U. H. and Lester Hemenway of
loss of life, occurred about 5 o’clock Boston are now in Kennebunk spending
last evening near the Dubois place on some time here each week on real es.
the Alfred Road. As it was, a young tate matters.
man, Ambrose Lapierre, who works for
Master Rowland Robinson, son of Mr.
Mr. Dnbois, was thrown to the ground, and Mrs. William Robinson of Wood
being rendered insensible, while the fords, is visiting his grandparents, Mr.
valuable pair of chestnut horses belong and Mrs. George Robinson,of this town.
ing to Mr. Dubois were injured, though
J. W. Rowdoin has a tenement of
t^o what extent it is not yet known.
Lapierre had been hauling dressing to seven rooms to let, on Bourne street.
a field across the road and was return The house is modernly equipped with
ing to the house. Just before he reached bath and furnace and will be let at a
tne car track be saw a passenger car of moderate price.
the Atlantic Shore Line Railway ap**
There will be a regular meeting of Ivy
proaching and waited till it should have Temple, P. S., next Tuesday evening,
passed. Directly foilowing was a freight Dec. 28. Election of officers. All offi
car, which was not seen by the driver cers and members are requested to be
of the team and he attempted to cross present at this meeting.
the track.
The Christmas programme at “The
Both horses and team were struck. Bijou,” ¡Saturday atternoon and evening
The driver was burled from his seat and will be the greatest yet. All children
so violently to the ground that he was Saturday afternoon Sets; adults 10c*.
rendered unconscious. The horses are Matinee at 2.30. Evening performance
a young pair, and, frantic with fright, at 8-15.
they tore away across the field and were
Mr. and Mrs.North M.West and young
afterward captured by another of the
sou, George Mikon, have returned from
workmen at the farm.
The driver was cared for by Mr. Du a visit to Boston and vicinity. Mrs.
bois who found that he was not dead West and son made a week’s visit and
and be picked him up and carried him Mr. West went up Saturday, accom
into the house, when medical aid was panying them home.
Kitty, the valuable family horse
summoned. Today the young man is
in bed, but though be was badly bruised owned by Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walker
no bones appear to be broken and it is of Alewive, has been killed this week.
believed that he was not injured inter ! Kitty was 15 years old and a family pet.
She was known by everyone for miles
nally.
The horses were badly cut and large around and was admired for her good
pieces of skin was taken from the back qualities and for her intelligence.
of one of them in the mixup, making it
The following officers were elected at
appear that the horse was thrown. Bits the last regular meeting of York Lodge,
of harness were scattered all over the A. E. and A. M.: Worshipful Master,
field through which the horses ran. Leander G. Smith ; Senior Warden, Eu
Mr. Dubois values the pair at $550 and gene B. Taylor; Junior Warden, Wal
regards the injuryas rather serious since ter H. Hobbs; Treasurer, Frank C. Si
they were so badly frightened. Today monds; Secretary,George A.Gilpatrick;
he could not estimate the damage.
Senior Deacon, Angier C. Merriman;
Junior Deacon, Charles W. Roberts.
Kennebunk H S. Notes
Miss Doris,the young daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Robin on of Wood
FOR THE ENTERPRISE
fords, is at the private hospital of Di.
Charles F. Stanford,of the Sophomore Cousens, Saint Baruabas, where an op
class, will not return for the winter eration for appendicitis was performed
term. He has gone to his home in last Saturday. The operation was suc
Lovell, Oxford county, where he will cessful and Miss Doris is as comiortable
teach an ungraded school for the re as can be expected at this time.
mainder of the year. Mr. Stanford was
Marshall O. Warren passed away at
a very popular young man with his his home on Brown street last Wednes
class and with the school and will be day afternoon at the age of 73 yrs., 5
greatly missed by both. His great in mo., 13 days. He was born in Hiram,
tellectual powers, and his never-chang Me., but came to this town over 25 years
ing cheerfulness made him a great fa ago. Besides a widow, he leaves two
vorite with teachers and students alike, children, Mrs. William H. Wallace of
who wish him the best success in his Webster, Mass., and J. Frank Warren
new vocation. Before leaving Mr.Stan- of this town. Burial was in the family
ford was presented with a fine signet lot in Hope cemeteryring, by twenty-five members of the
York County Pomona Grange met
Thomas Co-operative society (Sophomore Friday at Oguuquit with a large attend
class) as a slight token of the estirna ance. Discussions and a literary pro
tion in which they hold him and his gramme took up the time most profitably
sterling qualities.
and the meeting was declared to be one
Manager Paul W. Huff of the K. H. S. of the best on record. The next regular
basket ball team, announces that the meeting will be held at Alfred, on the
first game will be played about the mid 6th of January. Frank P. Blanchard of
dle of next month. Good material, in Lebanon was elected Master and C. K.
cluding Waterhouse, Coombs, Huff, Littlefield oi Kennebunk, Oyerseer.
1910; Harford, Emmons, Webber, 1911,
The regular meeting of Salus Lodge,
and Rutland, Stevens, and Eaton, 1912; I. O. G. T., was held on Tuesday even
will be out for practise, and without ing with Geo. Robinson, Chief Templar
doubt a successful season will result.
in the chair. It was well attended, and
at the close of the business session
Local Notes and Personals there was a general discussion on the
subject: “How can we make our meet
Dr. W. E. Hanson of Biddeford and ings more interesting?” Many inter
Kennebunkport left this morning for a esting and helpful ideas were expressed
short business trip to Boston.
At the next meeting W. E. Barry will
Mrs. S. G. Willard and Mr. and Mrs. have charge of the entertainment and
James Kester of Portland, Me., were this ensures something especially good.
guests of Mr. C. H. Hemenway on Tues
Bauneg Beg
day.
Herman Walker of Alewive will leave
Ernest C. Ridlon has removed his
next week for Philadelphia, where he
will accept a responsible and lucrative family to the village of North Berwick
so as to be near his work. They have
position.
taken a tenement on Meader street.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Titcomb were called
William Buffum has moved his goods
to Bath Sunday by the the illness of
Mrs; Titomb’s brother, Mr. Geo. Beals, from the, 0. W. Abbott place to the
home of his sister, Mrs. Miles Rhoades.
whose death is expected at any time.
Mrs. J. J. Murphy of Beech Ridge
Ambrose Lapierre, the young man
who was injured by an accident with was in Boston several days last week.
Anson Quint and Ernest Roberts have
the Atlantic Shore Line Monday, was
reported at the time of going to press returned from Limerick where they
have been employed on the new dam.
as being comfortable.
Mr. and Mrs. John Roberts and Tbos.
Mr. an,d Mrs. Herbert L. Turner of
Gardiner, Me., have been the guests Roberts have gone to Sanford for the
recently, of Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Green winter. They will live with the daugh
ter of John Roberts, Mrs. Oscar Grover.
leaf of Kennebunk.

Mrs. John B. Hamand granddaughter
are visiting friends in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bancroft of
Laurence, Mass., have been the guests
of Mr and Mrs. George Hayes.
It is reported that a paper is in cir
culation for a singing school at the
Grange Hall.
One of the great events of the season
was the marriage of Wilbert ChMbourne
son of Frank Chadbourne to Miss Isabel
Andrews of Sanford. About two hun
dred friends of these popular young peo
ple gathered at the hone of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Chadbourne. Most bounti
ful refreshments were served. The
spacious carriage house was cleared for
games. They have the best wishes of
a host of friends.
The officers elected at Bauneg Beg
Grange for the ensuing year are:—
W M—Herbert R. Allen; W S - Jerome
Hanson; W.L—Mabelle Perkins; WS—
James Johnson; W A S—Otis L.Grover,
WC—Horace S. Mills; WT—John Rob
erts; WS—SB Staples; W G G—Her
man Roberts; W C—Alberta Hanson;
W T—Myra Brackett; W F—Hattie
Quint; W L A—Beatrice Grover.

It is thought by everyone we have
talked with that moie money will be
spent for useful presents this year rnd
and less for toys as the times are so
hard. Thi& we think a very sensible
plan .
Dr. George Merrill who has been in
Boston for several months has returned
His many friends and bis patients of
course are very gladjto see him once
more.

Wells Beach

Miss Ada Wildes is confined to the
uouse with a cold.
Two surprise parties were the happen
ings of last week. The first was at the
home ot Miss Sylvia Nunan. The young
lady was invited out to tea that she
might not suspect anything, but e4rly
in tho evening she was sent for, fhe
message saying that 4wo friends had
come to spend the evening with her.
She was entirely surprised when she
found that a party of about forty
friends hed asrembled at her home.
The young friends brought a shower of
linen and other gifts, wboth useful and
ornamental making a most bountiful
shower. Games were played und cake
served, the evening passing very plessantly for all.
The second party last week was giv
en by friends of Albert Moody, Jr.,
the occasion being his birthday. This
was a complete surprise to the young
man, and on a request by his grand
father, M. M. Sennifon, for a lift in
the moving ef a stove, he haatened to
the Intters home where he was astouisned to find, not a stove to move,
but a company to entertain.. Some
yery pretty and useful gifts were
brought and the evenings programme
was very much enjoyed.
The Order of Mechanics gave a party
in Pinkham’s hall Friday evening, the
wives and some friends of the Older
being in attendance. Clam stew was
served and the earlier part of the
evening was spent in a social .way, the
latter part of the evening being de
voted -to dancing. All report a pleas
ant evening.,
As we go to press we learn that the
schooner Mildred; V. Nunan is at the
wharf with her colers at half mest.
A mnn from the Wildes Village had
his dory swamped and was washed over
board. We are unable to learn move.
Edgar G. Huff has some very fine spec
imens of pullets. He is very much in
terested in the China egg business, and
recommends these eggs very highly for
every day use.
Mrs. Grace Perkins, with her little son
Millet, has gone to Lawrence, Mass., to
spend the holidays with her sister, Mrs.
Edward Robinson. _________

R. J. Williams went to Boston Satur
day on business.
Officer Shufflelberg of Kennebunkport
paid a visit to Wells Beach on Friday
last in the interests of the Society for
the Prevention of cruelty to animals.
Rumor says he found one or two hard
looking critters.
Tristram Hilton of Wells Depot died on
Friday, 18th inst at the ripe age of 89
years. The funeral was held Monday
and was largely attended, burial being
Beach,
in Ocean View Cemetery, Wells ~
The season in which clams can be
shipped out of this township opened
Dec. 1st and upwards of 40 men can be
seen daily, digging on the flats, The
good weather of late has enabled the
shippers to get enough clams to fill all
their orders.
The many friends of little Bertei
Bridges, who is in the Maine General
Hospital undergoing treatment for an
injury to his leg, due to a fall,
are pleased to learn he is recovering.
His school teacher and little frtends
made him a Xmas preseut of a box of
games, ^toys, candies etc., which was
greatly appreciated by the little sufferer
The young'ladies of the Second Congreg^stional Sunday School are making
extendi e preprations for a Xmas Tree
and C oncert to be givqn in lhe Grange,
Hall Xmas Eve.
Charles Bailey, son of Fred Bailey
had the misfortune to accidentally
shoot himself in the foot while crossing
his father’s farm to the near by woods
in quest of small game. Dr. Philips was
called and extracted the bullet which
was of 22 calabre, and the young fellow
is rapidly aecovering.

Saco Road
Mrs. Ivory S. Ross is very sick at her
home in North Kennebunkport with
Phlebitis, a most distressing disease.
Her aunt Mrs. Mary Woolburn is ca'ring
for her.
Little Aivian Benson is a sufferer from
abcess of the glands. Dr. Merrill attends
her.
In the death of Joseph Fairfield the
town, church, and village sustains the
less of a good man. His friends have
our sympathy.
The High school closed Friday for a
vacation of two weeks.
Mrs. D. W. Hadlock has been at the
home of her daugeter Mrs. I. S. Ross of
North Kennebunkport for the past few
days.
F. G. Mitchell has sold to Roy Taylor
of Alewive two cows the past week.
¡Vm. Gooch of Kennebunk Lower
Village died of Brights disease at his
home Friday merning aged about 70
years. He leaves two sons of Kenne
bunk and a daughter, Miss Bell Huff of
Portland and several grand children.
Ernest Walker who has been tojBoston the past'week returned Saturday.
E. D. Seayey recently had slaughtered
two spring pigs the weight was 440
14. Next ?
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) Volumes.

Cape Porpoise

gnificent new edition de luxéí^
•iieasurably superior to all bthersfcffl
|e well-known New York.subsç^æ
‘low, Smith & Co., who were eiî/fi M
ion for nearly three years experi®
t the work was ready for the presSPûW
ts in America probably the thre^fc
Bvertised and most widely sòldi"*
..are have been the Booklovers, thaK
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i
& that one may know the exact èuthoKB
tement. General readers as well ^^P
fommonsense aid in reading Shákespe;

Mrs Esther Davis of Boston, Mass*,
is spending some weeks with |her
friend, Miss Kilburn, at the home of
Mr. Eliaha F. Nunan.
Fishing schooner, Oliver F- Hutchins,
Capt. Merton Hutchins, went ashore on
the inner side os Folly Island while at
tempting to leave the harbor early
Monday morning. Word was sent to
Portsmouth for a tug and the vessel
was soon afloat again with slight
damage.

y Annotated Edition Ever Issuf
comments accompanying each pìay aìre by i
p--.
Jrici, Dyce, Coleridge, White, Hrs. Jamieson.
I Shakespearean scholars.
jas ef this 20-volume Edition de Luxe include 170j|
I photogravure and mezzagravure of celebrated i Shake
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i
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< ■ Sale Price, $8.75
10 volumes.

Sale Price, $ 12.0.

►terne! % S
inplete Works with life by Percy Fjti
by .Wilbur L. Cross. The same plates >
printed were used in making the- sp*
520.00 and $25.00 a volume. .
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■ b hand finished in ornamental gold rif
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Sale Price/
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Sale Price, $8.25
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includes the author’s novels,
iiwnies. Complete in 8 volumes,
full page reproductions from
artists.
■ Arter Leather Binding (dark;
„ling, marbled sides and cover
jfflr corners, gold tops, silk he? din title pages. Each set num-

We were obliged, on account of lack of
space,to cut out a lot of interesting read
ing matter this week.

Sale Price, $'8.75

REAL ESTATE AND PIANOS FOR
sale in exchange for personal property,
houses, farms and vacant laud, Boston,
single,two family and apartmentjiouses.
H., Box 652, Kennebunk, Me.

rs Diary!
Printed from new large type/viSr
] in half tone and photogravure?]
don should not be confounded wit.
her price but which are printed frix
dates.
urious Three-Quarter Persian Ledtl
| tooled, with full gold backs' ail'd
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xitions however have been incomplete,' .
In the present beautiful de luxe set the;
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"
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CGua Pla':e PaPer' Five volumes; •'
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■

;

soonqb. Price, $25.00. Sale 1
train c
that mq, . —----- —------------------ping asi
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j
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voluminous notes
her shut tactions. Printed from large
,
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handsomely illustrated in
her hair,-colors.
,44,
full page-: plates, The best
not
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Complete in 4 volumes.

$.00. Sale Price,$2.95
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-Quarter leather, extra de Luxe

Sub. Prie;

¡25.00. Sale Price, $6.25

y, ' . | • Sale Price, $6.25^,
Sub. Price, per Vol., $6.^
..... lu'i.-inr -__________U..4» cxilUCUlSlieU- uuuunate -ms W0TKS.' s
with hundreds of illustrations throughout the text and there ,t Contents of the set, six volumes,
are very copious notes and indexes making this the best as it is “Representative Men,” “English-.
Traits,” “Nature Addresses and Lec
the handsomest edition of the work ever issued in America.
tures,” “Conduct of Life,” “Essays,”
Large type, excellent white wove paper.
. Three-Quarter Leather Binding (dark red), marbled sides and “Poems,” and a biography by ]
linings, gold tops, Japan paper tides in colors. Five volumes. ¡Richard Garnett.
! Large .type, illustrated, excellent
Sub. Price, $25.00. Sale Price, $6.25
paper, bound beautifully in three-quarter leather. This is a
limited Edition de Luxe,J each Set numbered by’ hand.

Sub. Price, $25.00.

Sale Price, $6.00

ue Luxe ClassW!
Acdis.on
s GEssays
Edited by J
R
, M.A., LL.D.
Marcus
Aurelius
Translated by G
L , M.A.
ohn

Ainsworth!
New Edition de Luxe of Ainsworth’s Standard Novels with
full page duotone illustrations by George Cruikshank.
Amsworth’s justly celebrated historical noveld here offered
in a worthy edition, are rich in sensational incidents, exciting
adventures and animated scenes. i
This set in eight volumes contains: The Tower of London,
Jack. Sheppard. Guy Fawkes and Windsor Castle.
Handsomely printed on fine white de luxe paper, and bound
in Three-Quarter Levant Grain Leather (wine color), gold tops;
marbled sides and linings.

Sub. Price,. $35.00. Sale Price, $8.75

Lamb!
The Merrymount Press (Updyke & Co.) of Boston did the
type composition of this, superb edition of which copies in
sumptuous bindings sell 'aj from- $90 to $900 a set.
The set in eight beautiful .volumes contains the complete
works: Memoir, Essays; Tales from Shakespeare, Letters
Humorous and Otherwise^ Miscellanies, Notes and Index.
The binding is a handsonw three-quarter leather, de luxe
style, gold tops, uncut deckle edges. The illustrations.include
superb photogravures and half tones.

Sub. Prise, $85.90.

Price, $8.25

Sal© Price, $1.25- Each] J

Including the best of Pres. Eliot’s Recommendations for his “Five-foot" book-shell’
deserving of a place in every private library. Each volume of these eight de luxe da:
extra white wove paper with the exclusive watermark “Aldus de Luxe'1 in each p;
vellum and the photogravure, frontispieces are printed by hand also upon Japan vellu
grain leather, of a rich old rose shade, cloth sides, silk head-bands, gold back stampir
boxed. Published by The Chesterfield Society.
i •
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CHRISTMAS IS COMING [

g Lessons.

Coal is a valuable mineral.
It is taken from the ground by
m-iners.
and we have manyyfcuseful|articles to select
b
These miners run great risks in
going into the. ground.
from/such as
a
^ Sometimes there is a mine ex
plosion and many lives are lost.
The danger to human lives makes
We have the largest line of HOLIDAY GOODS that we havCiever carried
Us appreciate this luxury the,more'
We can meet evèry Christmas want. The way to corfvince you of this fact
. • After the coal is.tak^n from the
ground it is sent. over the country
isTo have you come and see tor yourself. No matter how -small of hpw large
by means of cars and vessels.
thé5article is we can please you. in previous yeaïs we have carried some of
It is then used for heating our
: homes and other large buildings' in
the cities., and villages off the
United States.
The Atlantic Shore Line Rail« way of Maine also uses coal for
in town. This year is no exception to this rule. We cannot begin to enuheating the passenger cars of it&
system.
erate the many things you will find at our store. We will mention just afew
The heating is done by means oL
little stoves that are placed in one
end of each of these passenger
cars.
,
■’
From these stoves steam pipes
run the entire length of the cars on
each side and thus the heat is car-!
ried about.
Sometimes those who have the
care of the cars forget to keep a
good fire xjuring the coldest days
of winter.
The ashes and old coal collect in
the fire-box so that the fresh chai
put m to thestove will not kindle? /
This makes the cars very cold
and uncomfortable for the passeni gers who attempt to ride on them
> for business or pleasure.
At such times the conductor of
the car goes to the stove and gives
the^ratea most vigorous shaking A ROSS BLOCK. KENNEBUNK
by means of an iron handle. ,
Then he opens a little door and
•••<•■•• • • • *• •• • • • • • • ••
pokes around in the ashes and coal
on the inside with a long-handle
iron rake.
Then the men passengers in
turn, rise from their seats, shake
the agrafe vigorously and poke
abput wifh the long iron rake. •
Good Stylish Footwear isanecHave you seen the Largest Line of
The lady passengers on the car
^^essity to every person. You can
are’ffever ^sked to take part in any
get Style, Comfort and a perfect
?'of t&ese vigorous, proceedings with1
Fit by dealing upftown with
th^'Pgrate.
la|r^yl
>
They>sit
still
and
wish
tha£
they
ever shown in York Coudty
might be allowed to do some of the
poking and shaking as well as the
; 'rherr.pi^
But they never wish for a chance
to indulge in expletives that seem
to be considered,by the Lords,them
Don’t Forget we are SOLE AGENTS for the Famous
selves necessary to the occasion.
Sbihetimes when the cars’stop
We have a large line of rubbers and the best goods made.
■on a iturn-out or git a station the
passengers get out and walk about
on the gronnd.
IMI
They do this that the blood may
net •congeal in their veins thus
All Kinds, Colors and Sizes
causing almost certain death to the
travellers.
æ
Such exercise is,pne of the most
effectual means of imparting
warmth to the body under these
A SPECIALTY
most uncomfortable circumstances.
This system of heating used, by "
BEST ASSORTMENT IN
the Atlantic Shore Line is con
sidered to be ««ne of the fiiost mod
ern now in existence.
;; YORK COUNTY
Mechanic Stre^h
Sanford, Maine It is .also said to be most econom-1
ical and thus a great advantage to
Wont’t you call in and just, look at my line of CUT GLASS
a large railroad corporation like the
—largest in York Cpunty. When it comes to brooches ,
Telephone Connection
A. S. L.
bracelets, scarf pins and rings, there is no question about our
The system is being first .tried
having JUST what you want. The same is true of Diain Maine where the rigors of win 1 . monds, Watches and Chains.
. ,
U
ter are greatestyand where the peoRight Store On Wrong Side of Street
ple can best endure hardships.
It is said that if it proves to be oThe latest Jeweled Hat Pins, Tortoise Shell
The “RaphaeT House’ profitable here an atteinpt will be oCombs and
made to introduce it into other seq.
Private
tiphs of the U. S., Canada and Eu
rope.
Is the place to buy HOSIERY. UNDER"

Skates, Sleds, Cameras, Talking riachines, Cabinets and
Records, Scissors, Carving Sets
Pearl Handled Knives, Cut
dlass, Safety Razors,! Chafing
Dishes__________
~

THE BEST NOVELTIES

t
f
£
|
j
I

Panama and Congress Playing 1
■
____ Cards
f

!.oice giftf

tmas

Linen Stationery, Holly Boxes, 10c to $1
Toilet Articles,
Choice Prefnmery
Leather Novelties,
Christmas Cards
Christmas Boxes of Confectionery
Standard Brands of Cigars in Xmas Boxes
Ladies and Gents Traveling Cases
And Many Other Things
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Bowdoin’s Pharmacy
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ixe include 170 f
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Upper Main St. Kennebunk, Me.
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JESSE HAM
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Mills

Damaged Robes
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Blankets and Remnants

8.75
$12.0«

J H. BISHOP & CO.’S
FUR COATS

: by Percy Fit
le same plates,
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Hand Made Single and
Double Heavy Harnesses
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“The Shoeist” ’
Allen’s Kushion Kumfort
- Shoes are one of our Leaders

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
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WEAR, RIBBONS and YARNS
A fine line of Continental Jewelry.
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A Good line pfHa ndkerchiefs, Aprons
and Towels for the HOLIDAYS may be
found at the

Each
: readable class
•ge clçar typh. tfp
; printed on W5-.
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3S, each volume
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FNTER1W ADS PAY
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t

CHRISTMAS

Greeting Cards
Until Christmas we

will give away ar box
of 50 cent stationery
with eyery dollar pur
chase at our store.

F. Crowle”
202 Main St., Biddeford

Twenty-Fifth Annual Re
union
The students of the Shaw Business
college, Portland, will celebrate their
twenty-fifth annual reunion at the Au
ditorium, Portlaud, on Jan. L 1910.
Gov. Fernaid, Mayor Strout, and fifon.
E. C. Reynolds have been invited to ad
dress the students. Between three and
four thousand invitations have been
mailed, but many of the old students
have not been reached by reason of the
uncertainly of address. It is the.earl
I nest desire of the management of the
college to personally invite every old
student, and those to whose attention
is notice comes are invited to bepres. her they have received a previous invitation or not. Cbmpliment| ary tickets will be mailed upon applica^,
I tion, or they may be secured at theiqolI lege office on the afternoon of the date
mentioned.

11

BARRETTES,
BROOCHES,
BRACELETS,
SCARF PINS,
RINGS,
DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,
LOCKETS and CHAINS

”
;;

''
:;
;;

•'SOMETHING FOR EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY

I

J

'

JAME& H. FENDERS0N
156 Main Street

Biddeford, Maine

NEGHB0R1NG
TOWNS
Items of Interest Gathered by Our
Several Correspondents

Kennebunk Beach
Edward Mansfield visited friends
in Boston recently.
Mrs. John Somers and daughter Har
riet were in Biddeford recently.
Work has begun on Judge Bells cot
tage. Frank Seavey of Cape Por poise
is doing the work.
Mrs. A. J. Moulton is caring for Miss
Mary Dane of Alfred.
Miss Cora Yorke, Mrs. William Yorke
and little daughter Edna, were in Bid
deford Monday of this week.

There will be a Christmas Tiee in
Wm. Cluff’s Hall, Wildes District, Fri
dap evening. (All are invited. ¡¡Come
and bring the children.

TIME TABLE CHANGES.
The Willing Workers Society of the
Effective Sept. 27. !909.
Wildes District cleared $45.00 at their
Fair heid Dec. 15th in Cluff’s Hall/
From Foot of India Street.
They expect to commence on their new
Trains will leave and arrive 'as fol
building in the early New Year wbicn lows:
will be nsed for social and religious pur
Leave for Lewiston, Sherbrooke,
poses and a Public Library.
Quebec, Montreal, Toronto, Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, Detroit, Chicago'and all
points West, *8.00 a. in , day express«:
Afred
*7.00 p. m., night express. Arrive from ;
at *7.30 a. m., night express; *6.30 pi
Mr. R. M. Mills of Middlebury, Vt., m., day express.
Leave for Lewiston, Gorham, Berlin,
was in town Thursday on business.
Island Pond and Intermediate Stations,
Reeves & Linscott of this village have tl 30 p. m., local- passenger. Arrive
recently erected a pretty granite monu from: tll.45 a. m., local passenger.
ment for Frank Chadbourne of North
(*Daily. fDaily ex:cept Sunday.)
Berwick in Oakdale Cemetery Sanford.
Note—Train leaving 8.00 a. m. has
Miss Grack Akers has recently been Parlor-Library Cafe car to Montreal,
appointed postmistress of Alfred. Her and train leaving at 7.00 p. m. has Pud
father, John Akers, who has been Post man sleeper to Montreal connecting
with sleeper for Chicago,
master for may years has resigned.

George Fletcher and family will spend
Christmas week with relatives in Campello, Mass.

South Berwick
A Christmas fair and entertainment
was held in Fogg Memorial hall Friday
evening fos the benefit of the Senior
class and Athletic Association of Ber
wick academy and was a financial suc
cess. Much credit is due Miss Margaret
Tuttle and Miss Bertha Monsell who
had charge of the affair. The booths
and tables were very attractive, with
their dainty trimmings. The entertain
ment was a three act drama “The
Teaser.”
The village schools closed Friday,Dec.
17,for a two weeks vacation. Nearly
all the schools had Christmas trees and
appropriate exercises.
Joseph Darville is having steam heat
installed^ in his residence on Goodwin
street.
Those who were present at the Ber
wick Woman’s Club bad the pleasure of
listening to an unusually interesting
lecture on “Old Concord” by Rev. B.
R. Bulkeley of Beverley, Mass. Mr.
Bulkeley was formerly a resident of
Concord, Mass., and was therefore1 well
prepared to tell of the historical and
literary association of the town. He is
the summer pastor Of President Taft at
Beverly.
. Eben Blaisdell has been drawn as
traverse jurors to serve at theJanusry
term of court at Saco.
Miss Jenfiie de R. Ricker is confined
to her home with a severe cold.
Mrs. Willie E, Lord who has been con
fined to her home for the past two weeks
with acute bronchitis is Slowly improv
ing.
_____________

Kennebunkport

USEFUL

Open
EVENINGS

XMAS GIFTS

Until

Often the most appreciated gift is the
useful ones.

Christmas

«BLANKETS
Special
Xmas value, $5.98, 5.50, 4.98, 4.50, 3.98,
3.50', 2.68,'2.50, 2.25, 1.98' 1.75, 150, i.25,
1.00, 79c, 75c, 69c, 59c; 55C, 49C. <
CHRISTMAS PERCALES—1910 Spring
Patterns,
12 L2c.
Christmas Handbags, ' Chrismas Linens,
Towels, Napkins, Damask, Tray Cloths, etc.,
Christmas Handkerchiefs, Aprons,- Neck.,
wear, Scarfs, Silk Dress Goods.
CHRISTMAS

WE WISH
YOU
A MERRY
CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS FURS—For Women,Misses
and Children. Coats, Muffs, Scarfs and
Sets. If you want to spend$1.00 or $50.00
for a piece we can fix you.
CHRISTMAS UMBRELLAS—Isn’t this

the year he or she heeds a new one ?
Prices,
49c to $4 98 each

CHRISTMAS SHIRT WAISTS —1910
Styles,
49c to $4.98 each

ALFRED BONNEAU AGENT.

West Kennebunk
Cards have been received he.re an
nouncing the marriage of Miss Luella
Hatch, of this town, to Mr. Samuel Mc
Intyre, of Boston, to take place Christ
mas Day at her home. Miss Hatch is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Hatch and is well known here and was
a member of class of ’09 K. H. S. We
wish them happiness and prosperity.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Keene of Hud
son, Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Bridges,
Mrs. U. A, Caine has been the guest
of her friend, Mrs. F. O. Tardox in Hav
erhill, Mass.
Miss Sue'Murphy and Ernestine Baston were among the Christmas shoppers
in Portland last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Clark spent Sun
day in North Berwick.
/ Did you read the Christmas copy of
the Enterpsise ? One lady told your
correspondent she had read every “ad”
in it and concluded there was nothing
for sale in our own town so took a suit
case and started for Biddeford where
the bargains were advertised.
E. A. Schwartz recently shot’ a fox
the skin of which he values at $&00.
Mr. Schwartz is one of the best known
and most successful trappers in the
state and he is authority on the ques
tions of the value of fur of whatever
kind.

[GRAND TRUNK SYSTEM^

In planning your Christmas gifts do
not forget the shut-ins. We all of us
have friends that are not able to be out.
The Christmas box for a shut-in is one
of the best ideas ever thought of. The
box is arranged in this manner. It is to
be opened at the hour stated on the la
bel and for every hour in the day there
is a package and a rhyme with it. Try
it and realize the Christmas, joy that,
goes with giving.

Reeves & Linscott of Alfred have re
cently erected a very pretty granite
monument for Albert Littlefield of Ly
man in -Hope' cemetery.

REIGN OF PEACE
(continued from page 3)

part of those less greedy in their claims,
and more peacefully disposed than1 are
their neighbors in their nature. As
long ago as the days of Sparta’s glory,
her king, Aohidamus, said that “It is
unlawful to attack an enemy who offers
to answer for his acts before a tribunal
of arbiters.” Happily for the reign of
peace the world Powers are coming to
believe in the practicability and profit
of a Supreme court of the nations. Al
ready at the Hague conference thirtyfive nations have voted for obligatory
arbitrations, and they represent in
round-figures 1,300,000,000 inhabitants,
as against nine nations with a little over
200,000,000'people.
The United States and Great Britain
are especially well qualified to lead in
the settlement of international disputes
by moré humane and less costly methods
than those of the battlefield. Twentyfive per cent of the area of the globe
and twenty-two per cent of its popula
tion are in British colonies or depend
encies; and twenty-three hundredths
per cent of the area, and fifty four hun
dredths per cent of the population be
long to the United States. In other
words, one-quarter of the area and over
one-quarter of the habitable world be
long to Anglo-Saxon colonies or de
pendencies. ^Tbere can be no question
that this spells both duty and oppor
tunity in the plainest way. We can
well afford to pray with Charles Rus
sell,, late Lord Chief Justice of England,
that “each in honor upholding its own
flag, safeguarding its own heritage of
right, and respecting the rights of oth
ers, each in its own way fulfilling its
high national destiny, shall yet work in
harmony for the progress-and the peace
of the world.”
And while we pray, lot us heartily
believe that peace hath her.Victories no
less renowned than war. Let us be as
sured that there.is as much inspiration
in a.noble life as there is in an heroic
death. The sixty-four years of spotless
public service of William Evart Glad
stone can safely be regarded as as rich
an ornament to the history of the
English nation as the life of the noble
Lord Nelson, who poured his blood out
at Trafalgar. Beyond preadventure, a
Darwin, an Emerson, an Edison, and a
Longfellow have been, and are, worth
as much to the world as a Napoleon, a
Sherman and a Bismark.
May it be that the happy Christmas
season shall find us all, with united
heart and voice calling in a Christian
spirit to the governments of the earth,
Beat your sabres into ploughshares !
Kennell all your dogs of war I
Let the blossoms pour their beauty
O’er the trenches’ ragged scar !
Forward I March ! To nobler music
Than the war-drums’ raucous din
With the voices of Evangels
, Sing the Golden Era in !
For
Th eset kings shall be I, A loftier race
Than e’er the world hath known shall
rise,
With flame of freedom in the souls
And light of knowledge in their eyes.

Born to the wife of Mr. JamesPerkin
a daaghter, on Sunday, Dec. 19,' Louise
Francis.
' The Farmers Club met at their Hall
on Monday evening. There were eigh
teen present, and not being a quorum
the meeting was adjourned to meet
Monday evening Dec. 27th. Th®: com
mittee on the steel ceiling met, but
nothing definite was decided -about the
ceiling. Let every member who can try
and go next Monday evening and help
to finish up the business which if not
laid over.
They shall be gentle, brave, and strong,
The Arundel Grange met at Farmers
Not to spill human blood, but pure •
Club ou Friday evening and elected All that may plant man’s lordship firm
their officers for the coming year. There
On earth and fire and sea and air..
Were very few changes. Mr. Warpen
Barney was elected Master In place of There shalg be no more sin, nor shame,
Mr. Joseph Benson who has served so
And wrath and wrong shall fettered
faithfully the past year. The next
- he;
meeting will be Friday evening, Jan. For man shall be at one with God
17, 1910 which will be the installation
In bonds of firm necessity.
of officers. •
Nation with nation, land with land,
In the suit of Frank H. Knox of Frye
Unarmed.shall live as comrades free;
burg vs, George H. Bayes of Keuue- In every heart and brain shall throb
bunkport, to recover on a check of $35
The pulse of one fraternity.
given by the defendant for the plaintiff
drawn ou the Fidelity Trust Company "New arts shall bloom, of loftier mold,
of Portland, the jury returned a verdict’ And mightier music thrill the skies;
for the defendant for $35. The case was j And every life shall be a song,
tried berpre Judge Turner.
I When all the earth is paradise.

City Square, Journal Bldg, Phone 31

THE .BAHRAIN STORE

FOR SALE

EVERETT fl. STAPLES

A SMALL SIZE PARLOR COAL STOVE
in first-class condition, used only a few
weeks. Apply to J. W. Junkins, West
Kennebunk.

14<3

The Burlingame Telgi aphing Typewriter

¡Street, Biddeford

SIEGEL’S STORE

Is the most wonderful electrical invention of the age, the commercial
31 Market Street
value of which no one at this time can even estimate, as its. use can be
Telephone
397
.
Free Alterations.
extended to everything in the electrical line. Its operation is so simple
that a child can send and receive messages.
Telegraph companies will be enabled to put in their wire and service
in 100,000 places where the business would not justify the payment -of
an expert operator.
In the past few years we have seen millions made in the stocks of
cable cars, trolley lines, electric light, Bessemer steel, air brake, tele-?,
phone, linotype, typewriters, kodak, and in other industrial enterprises
January .1910, hundreds pf millions of dollars in dividends will be
paid by. corporations to their stockholders.
Will you receiye a check? .f not why not? Prejudice or procrastina
Every garment must go. No matter what the losses are
tion?
We are determined to sell them out at a loss rather than carry

Unparalleled Mark Down of

Women’s and Misses’ Suits

Immense Losses on Every Suit Mo
del in Our Entire Stock-

The Burlingame Telegraphing Typewriter Co.

them over. Now is your chance to get high priced model suit
at small prices. C >me early before sizes are broken,

Offers a richer, wider field for profit-making than the above indust
rials: Our patronage is assured,'as the public is now paying ten mil
lion dollars annual dividends on telegraph lines, and nearly as many
more millions in dividends on cables.

$18 to $20 Suiis marked down to
35 to 45
“
“
“
12 to 15
“
“
«

Stock should advance to $25.00 in a short time
It has the right to go to’ten tinies par bn tne basis of the dividends it
may pay. In fact, the field for the Burlingame machines is so wide that
there is absolutely no limit to the market price of the stock.

$9.98
17.98
6.98

Coats Marked Down
$10 to $15 Coats marked down to
15 to 18 “
“

$4.98
9.98

Why not he a stock holder

We have marked down all our fur coats consisting of
pony skin, sable, marinit, near seal and caracul coats from 1-3
Here is the opportunity of a life time a chance to invest a small
to 1-2 their price.
amount of money and buy shares that wilL soon command a great
price.
Right now is the time for decision on this subject. Compare $100
invested in the Burlingame Telegraphing Typewriter Company!
with $100 that was invested in the infancy of the Bell Telephony
Company and note the opportunities now offered in the purchase of
this stock.
One hundred dollars invested in the Bell Telephone stock has re
turned $200,000 or $2,000 for each $1 so invested.
To find money you must LOOK for it YOURSEL1L Dollars won’t
“root” around for opportunities, then chloroform yon in order to force
themselves into your possession.
WHY didn’t you buy Edison Electric Light, or Trolley Motor/or
Western Union, or any of the commercial electric inventions, all of
which have made thousands rich ? .Same old BECAUSE—you didn’t
think it worth while to investigate.
Russell Sage on investments said- “If you ever make money, you
must make it on your own judgment. When you see an. opportunity
to invest, do it quickly. The fellow who waits either loses the chance
altogether or pays a premium to the one who thinks and then acts on
his own judgment.”
Any electrical invention that enables the world to do business
quicker and better is bound . to succeed because the public demands
the invention and is willing to pay for it.
Stop and think of the wonderful income to the Burlingame Tele
graphing Typewriter Company when the business world . is using the
Burlingame Machines,and ask yourself how much stock you can afford
to buy- Make up your mind as to. the amount you want, and success
Bnd fortune will, surely be yours for the exercisingbf common business
.sense.
Address Charles A. Richmond, 540 Central Avenue, Dover, N. H.
Mrs. Mabel Huff, local agent.

Women’s and Misses’ Xmas Furs
Marked Down to Half Price.

Furs are delightfully opportune gifts, seasonable, fashionable beau
tiful. Every woman loves Furs. Our. splendid stocks afford opprtunity
for discriminating selection—a variety not; approached and values not
equalled elsewhere.
.
u
;
< .ùM

Sable and Isabella Opossum Sets,
Black Opossum Sets, at
French Cony Sets, at
$50 Black Fox Sets marked down to
$45 Sets marked dowu to
Fur Muffs, $1.98 to $9.98.

$2.98
8.00
4,98
30«00
25.00

Come early and get the best pick,
«@“We Pay Oar Fares for Purchasers of

$ 1 0.00 or Over.

Siegel’s Store, 31 Market St.
Portsmouth, IN. H./

F7'- X. GIRARD'S

301 MAIN ST., BIDDEFORD
WE

HAVE

Save Your Money
We offer you the Services of an

Furfdt Slippers for Ladies &Childrcn EXPERTREFRACTIONISTFREE
And also have a nice line of SHOES for LADLES, Button
and Lace, als a nice lino of FANCY UMBRELLAS and a
nice line of NECKWEAR and BRACES.
We give nice Calendars with every purchase.

We make your glasses in our own factory and save you the mid
dle man’s profit.
/
.
We will duplicate any broken lens at half price. Bring us the
broken piece's or the priscription. We examine the eyes and fur
nish a frame and lenses as low as $1. Come and see Xis.

NEW ERA OPTICAL COMPANY
Next Door to Bullock & Goodwin

Telephonel88-L 168 F1AIN bl. BIDDEFORD, ME.

